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Abstract
We consider a large class of matrix problems, which includes the problem of classifying
arbitrary systems of linear mappings. For every matrix problem from this class, we construct
BelitskiM’s algorithm for reducing a matrix to a canonical form, which is the generalization of
the Jordan normal form, and study the set Cmn of indecomposable canonical m n matrices.
Considering Cmn as a subset in the affine space of m n matrices, we prove that either Cmn
consists of a finite number of points and straight lines for every m n, or Cmn contains a
2-dimensional plane for a certain m n. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 15A21; 16G60
Keywords: Canonical forms; Canonical matrices; Reduction; Classification; Tame and wild matrix
problems
All matrices are considered over an algebraically closed field kI kmn denotes
the set of m n matrices over k. This article consists of three sections.
In Section 1, we present BelitskiM’s algorithm [2] (see also [3]) in a form, which
is convenient for linear algebra. In particular, the algorithm permits to reduce pairs
of n n matrices to a canonical form by transformations of simultaneous similarity:
.A;B/ 7! .S−1AS; S−1BS/; another solution of this classical problem was given
by Friedland [15]. This section uses rudimentary linear algebra (except for the proof
of Theorem 1.1) and may be interested for the general reader.
In Section 2, we determine a broad class of matrix problems, which includes the
problems of classifying representations of quivers, partially ordered sets and finite
dimensional algebras. In Section 3, we get the following geometric characterization
of the set of canonical matrices in the spirit of [17]: if a matrix problem does not
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‘contain’ the canonical form problem for pairs of matrices under simultaneous sim-
ilarity, then its set of indecomposable canonical m n matrices in the affine space
kmn consists of a finite number of points and straight lines (contrary to [17], these
lines are unpunched).
A detailed introduction is given at the beginning of every section. Each introduc-
tion may be read independently.
1. BelitskiM’s algorithm
1.1. Introduction
Every matrix problem is given by a set of admissible transformations that deter-
mines an equivalence relation on a certain set of matrices (or sequences of matrices).
The question is to find a canonical form—i.e., determine a ‘nice’ set of canonical
matrices such that each equivalence class contains exactly one canonical matrix.
Two matrices are then equivalent if and only if they have the same canonical form.
Many matrix problems can be formulated in terms of quivers and their represen-
tations, introduced by Gabriel [16] (see also [18]). A quiver is a directed graph, its
representation A is given by assigning to each vertex i a finite dimensional vector
space Ai over k and to each arrow  V i ! j a linear mapping A V Ai ! Aj . For
example, the diagonalization theorem, the Jordan normal form, and the matrix pencil
theorem give the solution of the canonical form problem for representations of the
quivers, respectively,
(Analogously, one may study systems of forms and linear mappings as represen-
tations of a partially directed graph G, assigning a bilinear form to an undirected
edge. As was proved in [28,30], the problem of classifying representations of G is
reduced to the problem of classifying representations of a certain quiver NG. The class
of studied matrix problems may be extended by considering quivers with relations
[18,26] and partially directed graphs with relations [30].)
The canonical form problem was solved only for the quivers of so-called tame
type by Donovan and Freislich [9] and Nazarova [23], this problem is considered as
hopeless for the other quivers (see Section 2). Nevertheless, the matrices of each in-
dividual representation of a quiver may be reduced to a canonical form by BelitskiM’s
algorithm (see [2] and its extended version [3]). This algorithm and the well-known
Littlewood algorithm [21] (see also [32,35]) for reducing matrices to canonical form
under unitary similarity have the same conceptual sketch: The matrix is partitioned
and successive admissible transformations are applied to reduce the submatrices to
some nice form. At each stage, one refines the partition and restricts the set of permis-
sible transformations to those that preserve the already reduced blocks. The process
ends in a finite number of steps, producing the canonical form.
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We will apply BelitskiM’s algorithm to the canonical form problem for matrices
under K-similarity, which is defined as follows. Let K be an algebra of n nmatrices
(i.e., a subspace of knn that is closed with respect to multiplication and contains the
identity matrix I) and let K be the set of its nonsingular matrices. We say that two
n nmatrices M and N are K-similar and writeM K N if there exists S 2 K such
that S−1MS D N (K is an equivalence relation; see the end of Section 1.2).
Example 1.1. The problem of classifying representations of each quiver can be for-
mulated in terms of K-similarity, where K is an algebra of block-diagonal matrices
in which some of the diagonal blocks are required to be equal. For instance, the
problem of classifying representations of the quiver
(1)
is the canonical form problem for matrices of the form2
664
A 0 0 0
A 0 0 0
Aγ 0 0 0
A A" A 0
3
775
under K-similarity, where K consists of block-diagonal matrices of the form S1 
S2  S3  S3.
Example 1.2. By the definition of Gabriel and Roiter [18], a linear matrix problem
of size m n is given by a pair .D;M/, where D is a subalgebra of kmm  knn
andM is a subset of kmn such that SAR−1 2M whenever A 2M and .S;R/ 2
D. The question is to classify the orbits of M under the action .S;R/ V A 7!
SAR−1. Clearly, two m n matrices A and B belong to the same orbit if and only if
0 A
0 0

and

0 B
0 0

are K-similar, where K VD fS  R j .S;R/ 2 Dg is an algebra of .mC n/ .mC n/
matrices.
In Section 1.2, we prove that for every algebra K  knn there exists a nonsin-
gular matrix P such that the algebra P−1KP VD fP−1AP jA 2 Kg consists of upper
block-triangular matrices, in which some of the diagonal blocks must be equal and
off-diagonal blocks satisfy a system of linear equations. The algebra P−1KP will be
called a reduced matrix algebra. The K-similarity transformations with a matrix M
correspond to the P−1KP -similarity transformations with the matrix P−1MP and
hence it suffices to study K-similarity transformations given by a reduced matrix
algebra K.
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In Section 1.3 for every Jordan matrix J we construct a matrix J # D P−1JP (P
is a permutation matrix) such that all matrices commuting with it form a reduced
algebra. We call J # a Weyr matrix since its form is determined by the set of its Weyr
characteristics (BelitskiM [2,3] calls J # a modified Jordan matrix; it plays a central
role in his algorithm).
In Section 1.4 we construct an algorithm (which is a modification of BelitskiM’s
algorithm [2,3]) for reducing matrices to canonical form under K-similarity with a
reduced matrix algebra K. In Section 1.5 we study the construction of canonical
matrices.
1.2. Reduced matrix algebras
In this section, we prove that for every matrix algebra K  knn there exists a
nonsingular matrix P such that the algebra P−1KP is a reduced matrix algebra in
the sense of the following definition.
A block matrixM D TMij U,Mij 2 kminj , will be called an m n matrix, where
m D .m1;m2; : : :/; n D .n1; n2; : : :/ and mi; nj 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g (we take into con-
sideration blocks without rows or columns).
Definition 1.1. An algebra K of n n matrices, n D .n1; : : : ; nt /, will be called a
reduced n n algebra if there exist
(a) an equivalence relation
 in T D f1; : : : ; tg; (2)
(b) a family of systems of linear equations8<
: X
I3i<j2J
c
.l/
ij xij D 0; 1 6 l 6 qIJ
9=
;
I;J2T=
; (3)
indexed by pairs of equivalence classes, where c.l/ij 2 k and qIJ > 0,
such that K consists of all upper block-triangular n n matrices
S D
2
66664
S11 S12    S1t
S22
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. St−1;t
0 Stt
3
77775 ; Sij 2 kninj ; (4)
in which diagonal blocks satisfy the condition
Sii D Sjj whenever i  j; (5)
and off-diagonal blocks satisfy the equalitiesX
I3i<j2J
c
.l/
ij Sij D 0; 1 6 l 6 qIJ ; (6)
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for each pair I;J 2 T=.
Clearly, the sequence n D .n1; : : : ; nt / and the equivalence relation  are uni-
quely determined by K; moreover, ni D nj if i  j .
Example 1.3. Let us consider the classical canonical form problem for pairs of
matrices .A;B/ under simultaneous similarity (i.e., for representations of the quiver
). Reducing .A;B/ to the form .J; C/, where J is a Jordan matrix, and restrict-
ing the set of permissible transformations to those that preserve J, we obtain the
canonical form problem for C under K-similarity, where K consists of all matrices
commuting with J. In the next section, we modify J such that K becomes a reduced
matrix algebra.
Theorem 1.1. For every matrix algebra K  knn; there exists a nonsingular
matrix P such that P−1KP is a reduced matrix algebra.
Proof. Let V be a vector space over k and K  Endk.V / be an algebra of linear
operators. We prove briefly that their matrices in a certain basis of V form a reduced
algebra (this fact is used only in Section 2.5; the reader may omit the proof if he is
not familiar with the theory of algebras).
Let R be the radical of K. By the Wedderburn–Malcev theorem [13], there ex-
ists a subalgebra NK  K such that NK ’ K=R and NK \ R D 0. By the Wedderburn–
Artin theorem [13], NK ’ km1m1      kmqmq . We denote by e./ij 2 NK .i; j 2f1; : : : ;mg; 1 6  6 q/ the elements of K that correspond to the matrix units of
kmm . Put e D e./11 ; e D e1 C    C eq; and V0 D eV :
We consider K0 VD eKe as a subalgebra of Endk.V0/, its radical is R0 VD R \
K0 and K0=R0 ’ k      k: Let Rm−10 =D 0 D Rm0 : We choose a basis of Rm−10 V0
formed by vectors v1; : : : ; vt1 2
S
 eV0, complete it to a basis of R
m−2
0 V0 by vec-
tors vt1C1; : : : ; vt2 2
S
 eV0, and so on, until we obtain a basis v1; : : : ; vtm of V0.
All its vectors have the form vi D ei vi ; putI D fi j i D g for 1 6  6 q .
Since ee D 0 if  =D , e2 D e , and e is the unit of K0, the vector space of
K0 is the direct sum of all eK0e: Moreover, eK0e D eR0e for  =D  and
eK0e D ke  eR0e . Hence K0 D .L ke/ .L; eR0e/: The matrix of
every linear operator from eR0e in the basis v1; : : : ; vtm has the form Taij Utmi;jD1,
where aij =D 0 implies i < j and .i; j/ 2 I I . Therefore, the set of matrices
Taij U of linear operators from K0 in the basis v1; : : : ; vtm may be given by a system
of linear equations of the form
aij D 0 .i > j/; aii D ajj .fi; j g  I/;X
I3i<j2I
c
.l/
ij aij D 0 .1 6 l 6 q/:
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The matrices of linear operators from K in the basis e.1/11 v1; : : : ; e
.1/
m1 1
v1; e
.2/
11 v2; : : : ;
e
.2/
m2 1
v2; : : : of V have form (4) and are given by the system of relations (5), (6).
Hence their set is a reduced matrix algebra. 
For every matrix algebra K  knn, the set K of its nonsingular matrices is a
group and hence the K-similarity is an equivalence relation. Indeed, we may assume
that K is a reduced matrix algebra. Then every S 2 K can be written in the form
D.I − C/, whereD;C 2 K such that D is block-diagonal and all diagonal blocks of
C are zero. Since C is nilpotent, S−1 D .I C C C C2 C   /D−1 2 K.
Note also that every finite dimensional algebra is isomorphic to a matrix algebra
and hence, by Theorem 1.1, it is isomorphic to a reduced matrix algebra.
1.3. Weyr matrices
Following BelitskiM [2,3], for every Jordan matrix J we define a matrix J # D
P−1JP (P is a permutation matrix) such that all matrices commuting with it form
a reduced algebra. We will fix a linear order  in k (if k is the field of complex
numbers, we may use the lexicographic ordering: a C bi  c C di if either a D c
and b < d or a < c).
Definition 1.2. A Weyr matrix is a matrix of the form
W D Wf1g     Wfr g; 1      r ; (7)
where
Wfi g D
2
66664
iImi1 Wi1 0
iImi2
.
.
.
.
.
. Wi;ki−1
0 iImiki
3
77775 ; Wij D

I
0

;
mi1 >    > miki . The standard partition of W is the n n partition, where n D
.n1; : : : ; nr / and ni is the sequencemi1 −mi2;mi2 −mi3; : : : ;mi;ki−1 −miki ;miki I
mi2 −mi3; : : : ;mi;ki−1 −miki ;miki I : : : Imi;ki−1 −miki ;miki Imiki from which all
zero components are removed.
The standard partition of W is the most coarse partition for which all diagonal
blocks have the form iI and all off-diagonal blocks have the form 0 or I.
The matrix W is named a ‘Weyr matrix’ since .mi1;mi2; : : : ;miki / is the Weyr
characteristic of W (and of every matrix that is similar to W ) for i . Recall (see
[22,35,38]) that the Weyr characteristic of a square matrix A for an eigenvalue  is
the decreasing list .m1;m2; : : :/, where mi VD rank.A− I/i−1 − rank.A− I/i .
Clearly, mi is the number of Jordan cells Jl./; l > i, in the Jordan form of A (i.e.,
mi −miC1 is the number of Ji./), and so the Jordan form is uniquely, up to per-
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mutation of Jordan cells, determined by the set of eigenvalues of A and their Weyr
characteristics. Taking into account the inequality at the right-hand side of (7), we
get the first statement of the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2. Every square matrix A is similar to exactly one Weyr matrix A#. The
matrix A# is obtained from the Jordan form of A by simultaneous permutations of its
rows and columns. All matrices commuting with A# form a reduced matrix algebra
K.A#/ of n n matrices .4/ with equalities .6/ of the form Sij D Si0j 0 and Sij D 0;
where n n is the standard partition of A#.
To make the proof of the second and the third statements clearer, we begin with
an example.
Example 1.4. Let us construct the Weyr form J #fg of the Jordan matrix
Jfg VD J4./     J4./| {z }
p9times
 J2./     J2./| {z }
q9times
with a single eigenvalue . Gathering Jordan cells of the same size, we first reduce
Jfg to JCfg D J4.Ip/ J2.Iq/. The matrix JCfg and all matrices commuting with
it have the form, respectively,
Simultaneously permuting strips in these matrices, we get the Weyr matrix J #fg and
all matrices commuting with it (they form a reduced n n algebra K.J #fg/ with
equalities (6) of the form Sij D Si0j 0 , Sij D 0, and with n D .p; q; p; q; p; p/):
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We may suppose that A is a Jordan matrix
J D Jf1g      Jfr g; 1      r ;
where Jfg denotes a Jordan matrix with a single eigenvalue . Then
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J # D J #f1g      J #fr g; K.J #/ D K.J #f1g/     K.J #fr g/I
the second since SJ # D J #S if and only if S D S1      Sr and SiJ #fig D J #figSi .
So we may restrict ourselves to a Jordan matrix Jfg with a single eigenvalue ; it
reduces to the form
JCfg D Jp1.In1 /     Jpl .Inl /; p1 >    > pl: (8)
The matrix (8) consists of l horizontal and l vertical strips, the ith strip is divided
into pi substrips. We will index the th substrip of the ith strip by the pair .; i/.
Permuting vertical and horizontal substrips such that they become lexicographically
ordered with respect to these pairs,
.11/; .12/; : : : ; .1l/; .21/; .22/; : : : ; (9)
we obtain the Weyr form J #fg of Jfg (see Example 1.4). The partition into substrips
is its standard n n partition.
It is well known (and is proved by direct calculations, see [19, Section VIII, § 2])
that all matrices commuting with the matrix (8) have the formC D TCij Uli;jD1;where
each Cij is of the form
if, respectively, pi 6 pj or pi > pj . Hence, if a nonzero subblock is located at the
intersection of the .; i/ horizontal substrip and the .; j/ vertical substrip, then
either  D  and i 6 j , or  < . Rating the substrips of C in the lexicographic
order (9), we obtain an upper block-triangular n n matrix S that commutes with
J #fg. The matrices S form the algebra K.J #fg/, which is a reduced algebra with (6) of
the form Sij D Si0j 0 and Sij D 0. 
Note that J #fg is obtained from
Jfg D Jk1./     Jkt ./; k1 >    > kt ; (10)
as follows: We collect the first columns of Jk1./; : : : ; Jkt ./ on the first t columns
of Jfg, then permute the rows as well. Next collect the second columns and permute
the rows as well, continue the process until J #fg is achieved.
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Remark 1.1. The block-triangular form of K.J #/ is easily explained with the help
of Jordan chains. The matrix (10) represents a linear operatorA in the lexicograph-
ically ordered basis feij gtiD1kijD1 such that
A− 1 V eiki 7!    7! ei2 7! ei1 7! 0: (11)
The matrix J #fg represents the same linear operatorA but in the basis feij g, lexico-
graphically ordered with respect to the pairs .j; i/:
e11; e21; : : : ; et1; e12; e22; : : : (12)
Clearly, S−1J #fgS D J #fg for a nonsingular matrix S if and only if S is the transi-
tion matrix from the basis (12) to another Jordan basis ordered like (12). This tran-
sition can be realized by a sequence of operations of the following form: the ith
Jordan chain (11) is replaced with eiki C ei;ki0−p 7! ei;ki−1 C ei0;ki0−p−1 7!  , where ;  2 k;  =D 0, and p > maxf0; ki0 − kig. Since a long chain cannot be
added to a shorter chain, the matrix S is block-triangular.
1.4. Algorithm
In this section, we give an algorithm for reducing a matrix M to a canonical form
under K-similarity with a reduced n n algebra K.
We apply to M the partition n n:
M D
2
4M11    M1t
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mt1    Mtt
3
5 ; Mij 2 kninj :
A block Mij will be called stable if it remains invariant under K-similarity trans-
formations with M. ThenMij D aij I whenever i  j andMij D 0 (we put aij D 0)
whenever i 6 j since the equalities S−1ii Mij Sjj D Mij must hold for all nonsingular
block-diagonal matrices S D S11  S22      Stt satisfying (5).
If all the blocks of M are stable, then M is invariant under K-similarity. Hence M
is canonical (M1 D M).
Let there exist a nonstable block. We put the blocks of M in order
Mt1 < Mt2 <    < Mtt < Mt−1;1 < Mt−1;2 <    < Mt−1;t <    (13)
and reduce the first (with respect to this ordering) nonstable block Mlr . Let M 0 D
S−1MS, where S 2 K has form (4). Then the .l; r/ block of the matrixMS D SM 0
is
Ml1S1r CMl2S2r C    CMlrSrr D SllM 0lr C Sl;lC1M 0lC1;r C    C SltM 0t r
or, since all Mij < Mlr are stable,
al1S1r C    C al;r−1Sr−1;r CMlrSrr
D SllM 0lr C Sl;lC1alC1;r C    C Slt atr (14)
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(we have removed in (14) all summands with aij D 0; their sizes may differ from the
size ofMlr ).
Let I;J 2 T= be the equivalence classes such that l 2 I and r 2 J.
Case I: The qIJ equalities (6) do not imply
al1S1r C al2S2r C    C al;r−1Sr−1;r D Sl;lC1alC1;r C    C Sltatr (15)
(i.e., there exists a nonzero admissible addition to Mlr from other blocks). Then
we make M 0lr D 0 using S 2 K of the form (4) that has the diagonal Sii D I (i D
1; : : : ; t) and fits both (6) and (14) with M 0lr D 0.
Case II: The qIJ equalities (6) imply (15); i 6 j . Then (14) simplifies to
MlrSrr D SllM 0lr ; (16)
where Srr and Sll are arbitrary nonsingular matrices. We chose S 2 K such that
M 0lr D S−1ll MlrSrr D

0 I
0 0

:
Case III: The qIJ equalities (6) imply (15); i  j . Then (14) simplifies to form
(16) with an arbitrary nonsingular matrix Srr D Sll ; M 0lr D S−1ll MlrSrr is chosen as
a Weyr matrix.
We restrict ourselves to those admissible transformations with M 0 that preserve
M 0lr . Let us prove that they are the K
0
-similarity transformations with
K0 VD fS 2 K j SM 0  M 0Sg; (17)
whereA  B means that A and B are n nmatrices andAlr D Blr for the pair .l; r/.
The transformationM 0 7! S−1M 0S, S 2 .K0/, preservesM 0lr (i.e.M 0  S−1M 0S)
if and only if SM 0  M 0S since S is upper block-triangular and M 0 coincides with
S−1M 0S on the places of all (stable) blocks Mij < Mlr . The set K0 is an algebra:
let S;R 2 K0, then M 0S and SM 0 coincide on the places of all Mij < Mlr and R
is upper block-triangular, and hence M 0SR  SM 0R; analogously, SM 0R  SRM 0
and SR 2 K0. The matrix algebra K0 is a reduced algebra since K0 consists of all
S 2 K satisfying condition (14) with M 0lr instead of Mlr .
In Case I, K0 consists of all S 2 K satisfying (15) (we add it to system (6). In Case
II, K0 consists of all S 2 K for which
Sll

0 I
0 0

D

0 I
0 0

Srr;
that is,
Sll D

P1 P2
0 P3

; Srr D

Q1 Q2
0 Q3

; P1 D Q3:
In Case III, K0 consists of all S 2 K for which the blocks Sll and Srr are equal and
commute with the Weyr matrix M 0lr . (It gives an additional partition of S 2 K in
Cases II and III; we rewrite (5) and (6) for smaller blocks and add the equalities that
are needed for SllM 0lr D M 0lrSrr .)
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In this manner, for every pair .M;K/ we construct a new pair .M 0;K0/ with
K0  K. If M 0 is not invariant under K0-similarity, then we repeat this construction
(with an additional partition of M 0 in accordance with the structure of K0) and ob-
tain .M 00;K00/, and so on. Since at every step we reduce a new block, this process
ends with a certain pair .M.p/;K.p// in which all the blocks of M.p/ are stable (i.e.
M.p/ is K.p/-similar only to itself). Putting .M1;K1/ VD .M.p/;K.p//, we get the
sequence
.M0;K0/ D .M;K/; .M 0;K0/; : : : ; .M.p/;K.p// D .M1;K1/; (18)
where
K1 D fS 2 K jM1S D SM1g: (19)
Definition 1.3. The matrix M1 will be called the K-canonical form of M.
Theorem 1.3. Let K  knn be a reduced matrix algebra. Then M K M1 for
every M 2 knn andM K N if and only if M1 D N1.
Proof. Let K be a reduced n n algebra,M K N , and let Mlr be the first nonsta-
ble block of M. Then Mij and Nij are stable blocks (moreover, Mij D Nij ) for all
Mij < Mlr . By reasons of symmetry,Nlr is the first nonstable block of N; moreover,
Mlr andNlr are reduced to the same form:M 0lr D N 0lr . We obtain pairs .M 0;K0/ and
.N 0;K0/ with the same K0 and M 0 K0 N 0: Hence M.i/ K.i/ N.i/ for all i, and so
M1 D N1. 
Example 1.5. In Example 1.3, we considered the canonical form problem for a pair
of matrices under simultaneous similarity. Suppose the first matrix is reduced to the
Weyr matrix
W D

I2 I2
0 I2

:
PreservingW , we may reduce the second matrix by transformations of K-similarity,
where K consists of all 4  4 matrices of the form
S1 S2
0 S1

; Si 2 k22:
For instance, one of the K-canonical matrices is
C D
2
4C3 C6 C7C4 C5
C1 C2
3
5 D
2
4−1 1 2 ;0 −1 0 1
3I2 ;
3
5 ; (20)
where C1; : : : ; C7 are reduced blocks and Cq D ; means that Cq was made zero
by additions from other blocks (Case I of the algorithm). Hence, .W;C/ may be
considered as a canonical pair of matrices under similarity. Note that
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W C
0 0

is a canonical matrix with respect to D-similarity, where D D fS  S j S 2 k22g:
Definition 1.4. By the canonical form of a pair of n n matrices .A;B/ under
simultaneous similarity is meant a pair .W;C/, where
W C
0 0

is the canonical form of the matrix
A B
0 0

with respect to D-similarity with D D fS  S j S 2 knng.
Clearly, each pair of matrices is similar to a canonical pair and two pairs of matri-
ces are similar if and only if they reduce to the same canonical pair. The full list of ca-
nonical pairs of complex 4  4 matrices under simultaneous similarity was presented
in [34].
Remark 1.2. Instead of (13), we may use another linear ordering in the set of
blocks, for example, Mt1 < Mt−1;1 <    < M11 < Mt2 < Mt−1;2 <    or Mt1 <
Mt−1;1 < Mt2 < Mt−2;1 < Mt−1;2 < Mt3 <    : It is necessary only that .i; j/ 
.i 0; j 0/ impliesMij < Mi0j 0 , where .i; j/  .i 0; j 0/ indicates the existence of a non-
zero addition fromMij to Mi0j 0 and is defined as follows:
Definition 1.5. Let K be a reduced n n algebra. For unequal pairs .i; j/; .i 0; j 0/ 2
T  T (see (2)), we put .i; j/  .i 0; j 0/ if either i D i 0 and there exists S 2 K with
Sjj 0 =D 0, or j D j 0 and there exists S 2 K with Si0i =D 0.
1.5. Structured K-canonical matrices
The structure of a K-canonical matrix M will be clearer if we partition it into
boxesM1;M2; : : :, as it was made in (20).
Definition 1.6. Let M D M.r/ for a certain r 2 f0; 1; : : : ; pg (see (18)). We par-
tition its reduced part into boxes M1;M2; : : : ;MqrC1−1 as follows: Let K.l/ .1 6
l 6 r/ be a reduced n.l/  n.l/ algebra from sequence (18), we denote by M.l/ij the
blocks of M under the n.l/  n.l/ partition. Then MqlC1 for l =D p denotes the first
nonstable block amongM.l/ij with respect to K
.l/
-similarity (it is reduced when M.l/
is transformed toM.lC1/);Mq
l
C1 <    < Mq
lC1−1 .q0 VD 0/ are all the blocksM
.l/
ij
such that
(i) if l < p, then M.l/ij < MqlC1 ;
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(ii) if l > 0, then M.l/ij is not contained in the boxesM1; : : : ;Mql .(Note that each box Mi is 0,
0 I
0 0

;
or a Weyr matrix.) Furthermore, put
Kq
l
D Kq
l
C1 D    D Kq
lC1−1 VD K.l/: (21)
Generalizing equalities (17) and (19), we obtain
Ki D fS 2 K jMS i SMg; (22)
whereMS i SM means that MS − SM is zero on the places of M1; : : : ;Mi .
Definition 1.7. By a structured K-canonical matrix we mean a K-canonical matrix
M which is divided into boxesM1;M2; : : : ;MqpC1−1 and each boxMi that falls into
Case I from Section 1.4 (and hence is 0) is marked by ; (see (20)).
Now we describe the construction of K-canonical matrices.
Definition 1.8. By a part of a matrix M D Taij Uni;jD1 is meant an arbitrary set of
its entries given with their indices. By a rectangular part we mean a part of the
form B D Taij U; p1 6 i 6 p2; q1 6 j 6 q2: We consider a partition of M into dis-
joint rectangular parts (which is not, in general, a partition into substrips, see the
matrix (20)) and write, generalizing (13), B < B 0 if either p2 D p02 and q1 < q 01, or
p2 > p02.
Definition 1.9. LetM D TMij U be an n nmatrix partitioned into rectangular parts
M1 < M2 <    < Mm such that this partition refines the partition into the blocks
Mij , and let each Mi be equal to
0;

0 I
0 0

; or a Weyr matrix:
For every q 2 f0; 1; : : : ;mg, we define a subdivision of strips into q-strips as follows:
The 0-strips are the strips of M. Let q > 0. We make subdivisions of M into substrips
that extend the partitions ofM1; : : : ;Mq into cells 0, I, I (i.e., the new subdivisions
run the length of every boundary of the cells). If a subdivision passes through a cell
I or I fromM1; : : : ;Mq , then we construct the perpendicular subdivision such that
the cell takes the form
I 0
0 I

or

I 0
0 I

;
and repeat this construction for all new divisions until M1; : : : ;Mq are partitioned
into cells 0; I , or I . The obtained substrips will be called the q-strips of M; for
example, the partition into q-strips of matrix (20) has the form
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664
−1 1 2 0
0 −1 0 1
3 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
3
775 for q D 0; 1; 2I
2
664
−1 1 2 0
0 −1 0 1
3 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
3
775 for q D 3; 4; 5; 6; 7:
We say that the th q-strip of an ith (horizontal or vertical) strip is linked to the th
q-strip of an jth strip if (i)  D  and i  j (including i D j ; see (2)), or if (ii) their
intersection is a (new) cell I from M1; : : : ;Mq , or if (iii) they are in the transitive
closure of (i) and (ii).
Note that if M is a K-canonical matrix with the boxesM1; : : : ;MqpC1−1 (see Def-
inition 1.6), then M1 <    < MqpC1−1. Moreover, if Kq (1 6 q < qpC1, see (21))
is a reduced n q  n q algebra with the equivalence relation  (see (2)), then the
partition into q-strips is the n q  n q partition; the ith q-strip is linked with the jth
q-strip if and only if i  j .
Theorem 1.4. Let K be a reduced n n algebra and let M be an arbitrary n n
matrix partitioned into rectangular parts M1 < M2 <    < Mm; where each Mi is
equal to
; .a marked zero block/;

0 I
0 0

; or a Weyr matrix:
Then M is a structured K-canonical matrix with boxes M1; : : : ;Mm if and only if
eachMq .1 6 q 6 m/ satisfies the following conditionsV
(a) Mq is the intersection of two .q − 1/-strips.
(b) Suppose there exists M 0 D S−1MS .partitioned into rectangular parts conform-
al to M; S 2 K/ such that M 01 D M1; : : : ;M 0q−1 D Mq−1; but M 0q =D Mq . Then
Mq D ;.
(c) Suppose M 0 from (b) does not exist. Then Mq is a Weyr matrix if the horizontal
and the vertical .q − 1/-strips of Mq are linked;
Mq D

0 I
0 0

otherwise.
Proof. This theorem follows immediately from the algorithm of Section 1.4. 
2. Linear matrix problems
2.1. Introduction
In Section 2, we study a large class of matrix problems. In the theory of represen-
tations of finite dimensional algebras, similar classes of matrix problems are given
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by vectorspace categories [26,36], bocses [27,6], modules over aggregates [17,18]
or vectroids [4].
Let us define the considered class of matrix problems (in terms of elementary
transformations to simplify its use; a more formal definition will be given in Section
2.2). Let  be an equivalence relation in T D f1; : : : ; tg. We say that a t  t matrix
A D Taij U links an equivalence classI 2 T= to an equivalence classJ 2 T= if
aij =D 0 implies .i; j/ 2 IJ. Clearly, if A links I to J and A0 links I0 to J0,
then AA0 links I to J0 when J D I0, and AA0 D 0 when J =D I0. 1 We also say
that a sequence of nonnegative integers n D .n1; n2; : : : ; nt / is a step-sequence if
i  j implies ni D nj .
Let A D Taij U linkI toJ, let n be a step-sequence, and let .l; r/ 2 f1; : : : ; nig 
f1; : : : ; nj g for .i; j/ 2 IJ (since n is a step-sequence, ni and nj do not depend
on the choice of .i; j/); denote by ATl;rU the n n matrix that is obtained from A
by replacing each entry aij with the following ni  nj block ATl;rUij : if aij D 0, then
A
Tl;rU
ij D 0, and if aij =D 0, then the .l; r/ entry ofATl;rUij is aij and the others are zeros.
Let a triple
.T =; fPigpiD1; fVj gqjD1/ (23)
consist of the set of equivalence classes of T D f1; : : : ; tg, a finite or empty set of
linking nilpotent upper-triangular matrices Pi 2 ktt , and a finite set of linking ma-
trices Vj 2 ktt . Denote byP the product closure of fPigpiD1 and byV the closure of
fVj gqjD1 with respect to multiplication by P (i.e.,VP V and PV V). Since
Pi are nilpotent upper-triangular t  t matrices, Pi1Pi2   Pit D 0 for all i1; : : : ; it .
Hence, P andV are finite sets consisting of linking nilpotent upper-triangular ma-
trices and, respectively, linking matrices:
P D fPi1Pi2   Pir j r 6 tg; (24)
V D fPVjP 0 jP;P 0 2 fIt g [P; 1 6 j 6 qg:
For every step-sequence n D .n1; : : : ; nt /, we denote byMnn the vector space gen-
erated by all n n matrices of the form V Tl;rU; 0 =D V 2V.
Definition 2.1. A linear matrix problem given by a triple (23) is the canonical form
problem for n n matrices M D TMij U 2Mnn with respect to sequences of the
following transformations:
(i) For each equivalence classI 2 T=; the same elementary transformations with-
in all the vertical stripsM;i ; i 2 I; then the inverse transformations within the
horizontal stripsMi;; i 2 I.
(ii) For a 2 k and a nonzero matrix P D Tpij U 2 P linkingI toJ, the transforma-
tion M 7! .I C aP Tl;rU/−1M.I C aP Tl;rU/; that is, the addition of apij times
1 Linking matrices behave as mappings; one may use vector spaces VI instead of equivalence classes
I (dimVI D #.I/) and linear mappings of the corresponding vector spaces instead of linking matrices.
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the lth column of the strip M;i to the rth column of the strip M;j simul-
taneously for all .i; j/ 2 IJ, then the inverse transformations with rows
of M.
Example 2.1. As follows from Example 1.1, the problem of classifying representa-
tions of quiver (1) may be given by the triple
.ff1g; f2g; f3; 4gg; ;; fe11; e21; e31; e41; e42; e43g/;
where eij denotes the matrix in which the .i; j/ entry is 1 and the others are 0.
The problem of classifying representations of each quiver may be given in the same
manner.
Example 2.2. Let S D fp1; : : : ; png be a finite partially ordered set whose ele-
ments are indexed such that pi < pj implies i < j . Its representation is a matrix
M partitioned into n vertical strips M1; : : : ;Mn; we allow arbitrary row-transforma-
tions, arbitrary column-transformations within each vertical strip, and additions of
linear combinations of columns of Mi to a column of Mj if pi < pj . (This notion is
important for representation theory and was introduced by Nazarova and Roiter [25],
see also [18,36].) The problem of classifying representations of the posetS may be
given by the triple
.ff1g; f2g; : : : ; fnC 1gg; feij jpi < pj g; fenC1;1; enC1;2; : : : ; enC1;ng/:
Example 2.3. Let us consider Wasow’s canonical form problem for an analytic at
the point " D 0 matrix
A."/ D A0 C "A1 C "2A2 C    ; Ai 2 Cnn; (25)
relative to analytic similarity
A."/ 7! B."/ VD S."/−1A."/S."/; (26)
where S."/ D S0 C "S1 C    and S."/−1 are analytic matrices at 0. Let us restrict
ourselves to the canonical form problem for the first t matrices A0; A1; : : : ; At−1 in
expansion (25). By (26), S."/B."/ D A."/S."/, that is S0B0 D A0S0; : : : ; S0Bt−1
C S1Bt−2 C    C St−1B0 D A0St−1 C A1St−2 C    C At−1S0; or in the matrix
form 2
666664
S0 S1    St−1
S0
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. S1
0 S0
3
777775
2
66664
B0 B1    Bt−1
B0
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. B1
0 B0
3
77775
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D
2
66664
A0 A1    At−1
A0
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. A1
0 A0
3
77775
2
66664
S0 S1    St−1
S0
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. S1
0 S0
3
77775 :
Hence this problem may be given by the following triple of one-element sets:
.fT g; fJt g; fIt g/;
where Jt D e12 C e23 C    C et−1;t is the nilpotent Jordan block. Then all elements
of T D f1; 2; : : : ; tg are equivalent, P D fJt ; J 2t ; : : : ; J t−1t g and V D fIt ; Jt ; : : : ;
J t−1t g. This problem is wild even if t D 2, see [14,31]. I am grateful to Friedland for
this example.
In Section 2.2, we give a definition of the linear matrix problems in a form, which
is more similar to Gabriel and Roiter’s definition (see Example 1.2) and is better
suited for BelitskiM’s algorithm.
In Section 2.3, we prove that every canonical matrix may be decomposed in-
to a direct sum of indecomposable canonical matrices by permutations of its rows
and columns. We also investigate the canonical form problem for upper triangular
matrices under upper triangular similarity (see [37]).
In Section 2.4, we consider a canonical matrix as a parametric matrix whose
parameters are eigenvalues of its Jordan blocks. It enables us to describe a set of
canonical matrices having the same structure.
In Section 2.5, we consider linear matrix problems that give matrix problems with
independent row and column transformations and prove that the problem of classi-
fying modules over a finite dimensional algebra may be reduced to such a matrix
problem. The reduction is a modification of Drozd’s reduction of the problem of
classifying modules over an algebra to the problem of classifying representations of
bocses [11] (see also [6]). Another reduction of the problem of classifying modules
over an algebra to a matrix problem with arbitrary row transformations was given in
[17].
2.2. Linear matrix problems and K-similarity
In this section, we give another definition of the linear matrix problems, which
is equivalent to Definition 2.1 but is often more convenient. The set of admissible
transformations will be formulated in terms of K-similarity; it simplifies the use of
BelitskiM’s algorithm.
Definition 2.2. An algebra C  ktt of upper triangular matrices will be called a
basic matrix algebra if
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64
a11    a1t
.
.
.
:::
0 att
3
75 2 C implies
2
64
a11 0
.
.
.
0 att
3
75 2 C:
Lemma 2.1.
(a) Let C  ktt be a basic matrix algebra, D the set of its diagonal matrices; and
R the set of its matrices with zero diagonal. Then there exists a basisE1; : : : ; Er
ofD over k such that all entries of its matrices are 0 and 1: Moreover
E1 C    C Er D It ; EE D 0 . =D /; E2 D E: (27)
As a vector space over k, C is a direct sum of subspacesV
C D DR D
 
rM
D1
kE
!

0
@ rM
;D1
ERE
1
A : (28)
(b) The set of basic t  t algebras is the set of reduced 1  1 algebras, where
1 VD .1; 1; : : : ; 1/. A basic t  t algebra C is the reduced 1  1 algebra given
by
 T=D fI1; : : : ;Ir g; where I is the set of indices defined by E DP
i2I eii ; see .27/; and a family of systems of form .3/ such that for every ;  2 f1; : : : ; rg the
solutions of its .I;I/ system form the space ERE .
Proof. (a) By Definition 2.2, C is the direct sum of vector spaces D andR. Denote
by F the set of diagonal t  t matrices with entries in f0; 1g. Let D 2 D. Then
D D a1F1 C    C alFl , where a1; : : : ; al are distinct nonzero elements of k and
F1; : : : ; Fl are such matrices from F that FiFj D 0 whenever i =D j . The vectors
.a1; : : : ; al/, .a
2
1; : : : ; a
2
l /; : : : ; .a
l
1; : : : ; a
l
l / are linearly independent (they form a
Vandermonde determinant), and hence there exist b1; : : : ; bl 2 k such that F1 D
b1D C b2D2 C    C blDl 2 D, analogously F2; : : : ; Fl 2 D. It follows that D D
kE1      kEr , where E1; : : : ; Er 2F and satisfy (27). Therefore, R D .E1 C
   C Er/R.E1 C    C Er/ D L; ERE , we get the decomposition (28). (Note
that (27) is a decomposition of the identity of C into a sum of minimal orthogonal
idempotents and (28) is the Peirce decomposition of C, see [13].) 
Definition 2.3. A linear matrix problem given by a pair
.C;M/; CM M; MC M; (29)
consisting of a basic t  t algebra C and a vector spaceM  ktt , is the canonical
form problem for matrices M 2Mnn with respect to Cnn-similarity transforma-
tions
M 7! S−1MS; S 2 Cnn;
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where Cnn and Mnn consist of n n matrices whose blocks satisfy the same
linear relations as the entries of all t  t matrices from C andM, respectively.
More exactly, Cnn is the reduced n n algebra given by the same system (3)
and T=  D fI1; : : : ;Ir g as C (see Lemma 2.1(b)). 2
Next,
M D
 
rX
D1
E
!
M
0
@ rX
D1
E
1
A D rM
;D1
EME (30)
(see (27)). Hence there is a system of linear equationsX
.i;j/2II
d
.l/
ij xij D 0; 1 6 l 6 p; I;I 2 T=; (31)
such that M consists of all matrices Tmij Uti;jD1 whose entries satisfy system (31).
Then Mnn (n is a step-sequence) denotes the vector space of all n n matrices
TMij Uti;jD1 whose blocks satisfy system (31):X
.i;j/2II
d
.l/
ij Mij D 0; 1 6 l 6 p; I;I 2 T= :
Theorem 2.1. Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 determine the same class of matrix
problemsV
(a) The linear matrix problem given by a triple .T =; fPigpiD1; fVj gqjD1/ may be
also given by the pair .C;M/; where C is the basic matrix algebra generated
by P1; : : : ; Pp and all matrices EI D Pj2I ejj .I 2 T=/ andM is the min-
imal vector space of matrices containing V1; : : : ; Vq and closed with respect to
multiplication by P1; : : : ; Pp .
(b) The linear matrix problem given by a pair .C;M/ may be also given by a triple
.T =; fPigpiD1; fVj gqjD1/; where T= D fI1; : : : ;Ir g .see Lemma 2.1(b));
fPigpiD1 is the union of bases for the spaces ERE .see (28)/; and fVj gqjD1 is
the union of bases for the spaces EME (see (30)).
Proof. (a) Let n be a step-sequence. We first prove that the set of admissible trans-
formations is the same for both the matrix problems; that is, there exists a sequence
of transformations (i)–(ii) from Definition 2.1 transforming M to N (then we write
M ’ N) if and only if they are K-similar with K VD Cnn.
By Definition 2.1, M ’ N if and only if S−1MS D N , where S is a product of
matrices of the form
I C aETl;rUI .a =D −1 if l D r/; I C bP Tl;rU; (32)
2 If n1 > 0; : : : ; nt > 0, then Cnn is Morita equivalent to C; moreover, C is the basic algebra for Cnn
in terms of the theory of algebras, see [13].
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where a; b 2 k,I 2 T= and 0 =D P 2 P. Since S 2 K, M ’ N impliesM K N .
Let M K N , that is SMS−1 D N for a nonsingular S 2 K. To prove M ’ N ,
we must expand S−1 into factors of form (32); it suffices to reduce S to I multi-
plying by matrices (32). The matrix S has form (4) with Sii D Sjj whenever i 
j ; we reduce S to form (4) with Sii D Ini for all i multiplying by matrices I C
aE
Tl;rU
I . Denote by Q the set of all n n matrices of the form P Tl;rU; P 2 P. Since
Q [ fETl;rUI gI2T= is product closed, it generates K as a vector space. Therefore,
S D I CPQ2Q aQQ .aQ 2 k/. Put Ql D fQ 2 Q jQl D 0g; then Q0 D ; and Qt D
Q. Multiplying S by
Q
Q2Q.I − aQQ/ D I −
P
Q2Q aQQC   , we make S D I C  , where the points denote a linear combination of products of matrices from Q
and each product consists of at least two matrices (so its degree of nilpotency is at
most t − 1). Each product is contained in Qt−1 since Q is product closed, and hence
S D I CPQ2Qt−1 bQQ. In the same way we get S D I CPQ2Qt−2 cQQ, and so on
until obtain S D I .
Clearly, the set of reduced n n matricesMnn is the same for both the matrix
problems. 
Hereafter we shall use only Definition 2.3 of linear matrix problems.
2.3. Krull{Schmidt theorem
In this section, we study decompositions of a canonical matrix into a direct sum
of indecomposable canonical matrices.
Let a linear matrix problem be given by a pair .C;M/. By the canonical matrices
is meant the Cnn-canonical matricesM 2Mnn for step-sequences n. We say that
n n matrices M and N are equivalent and write M ’ N if they are Cnn-simi-
lar. The block-direct sum of an mm matrix M D TMij Uti;jD1 and an n n matrix
N D TNij Uti;jD1 is the .mC n/ .mC n/ matrix
M ]N D TMij Nij Uti;jD1:
A matrixM 2Mnn is said to be indecomposable if both n =D 0 andM ’ M1 ]M2
implies that M1 or M2 has size 0  0.
Theorem 2.2. For every canonical n n matrix M; there exists a permutation
matrix P 2 Cnn such that
P−1MP D M1 ]    ]M1| {z }
q19copies
]    ]Ml ]    ]Ml| {z }
ql9copies
; (33)
where Mi are distinct indecomposable canonical matrices. Decomposition (33) is
determined by M uniquely up to permutation of summands.
Proof. Let M be a canonical n nmatrix. The repeated application of BelitskiM’s al-
gorithm produces sequence (18): .M;K/; .M 0;K0/; : : : ; V .M.p/;K.p//; where K D
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Cnn and K.p/ D fS 2 K jMS D SMg (see (19)) are reduced n n and mm
algebras; by Definition 1.1(a) K and K.p/ determine equivalence relations  in
T D f1; : : : ; tg and  in T .p/ D f1; : : : ; rg. Since M is canonical,M.i/ differs from
M.iC1/ only by additional subdivisions. The strips with respect to the mm parti-
tion will be called the substrips.
Denote by K.p/0 the subalgebra of K
.p/ consisting of its block-diagonal mm
matrices, and let S 2 K.p/0 . Then it has the form
S D C1      Cr; C D C if   :
It may also be considered as a block-diagonal n n matrix S D S1      St from
K (since K.p/  K); each block Si is a direct sum of sub-blocks C .
LetI be an equivalence class from T .p/=. In each Si , we permute its sub-blocks
C with  2 I into the first sub-blocks:
NSi D C1      Cp  C1      Cq ; 1 <    < p; 1 <    < q;
where 1; : : : ; p 2 I and 1; : : : ; q 62 I (note thatC1 D    D Cp ); it gives the
matrix NS D Q−1SQ, where Q D Q1     Qt and Qi are permutation matrices.
Let i  j . Then Si D Sj (for all S 2 K), and hence the permutations within Si and
Sj are the same. We have Qi D Qj if i  j , and thereforeQ 2 K.
Making the same permutations of substrips within each strip of M, we get NM D
Q−1MQ. Let M D TMij Uti;jD1 relatively to the n n partition, and let M DTN Ur;D1 relatively to the mm partition. Since M is canonical, all N are
reduced. Hence N D 0 if  6  and N is a scalar square matrix if   .
The NM is obtained from M by gathering all sub-blocksN , .; / 2 II, in the
left upper cover of every block Mij . Hence NMij D Aij  Bij , where Aij consists of
sub-blocks N , ;  2 I, and Bij consists of sub-blocks N , ;  62 I. We haveNM D A1 ] B, where A1 D TAij U and B D TBij U. Next apply the same procedure to
B; continue the process until get
P−1MP D A1 ]    ] Al;
where P 2 K is a permutation matrix and the summandsAi correspond to the equiv-
alence classes of T .p/=.
The matrix A1 is canonical. Indeed, M is a canonical matrix, by Definition 1.6,
each box X of M has the form
;;

0 I
0 0

; or a Weyr matrix:
It may be proved that the part of X at the intersection of substrips with indices in I
has the same form and this part is a box of A1. Furthermore, the matrix A1 consists
of sub-blocksN , .; / 2 II, that are scalar matrices of the same size t1  t1.
Hence, A1 D M1 ]    ]M1 (t1-times), where M1 is canonical. Analogously, Ai D
Mi ]    ]Mi for all i and the matricesMi are canonical. 
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Corollary (Krull–Schmidt theorem). For every matrix M 2Mnn; there exists its
decomposition
M ’ M1 ]    ]Mr
into a block-direct sum of indecomposable matrices Mi 2Mnini . Moreover, if
M ’ N1 ]    ]Ns
is another decomposition into a block-direct sum of indecomposable matrices, then
r D s and; after a suitable reindexing; M1 ’ N1; : : : ;Mr ’ Nr .
Proof. This statement follows from Theorems 1.3 and 2.2. Note that this statement
is a partial case of the Krull–Schmidt theorem [1] for additive categories; namely,
for the category of matrices
S
Mnn (the union over all step-sequences n) whose
morphisms from M 2Mmm to N 2Mnn are the matrices S 2Mmn such that
MS D SN . (The setMmn of m n matrices is defined likeMnn.) 
Example 2.4. Let us consider the canonical form problem for upper triangular ma-
trices under upper triangular similarity (see [37] and the references given there). The
set Ct of all upper triangular t  t matrices is a reduced 1  1 algebra, and so every
A 2 Ct is reduced to the Ct -canonical form A1 by BelitskiM’s algorithm; moreover,
in this case the algorithm is very simplified: All diagonal entries of A D Taij U are not
changed by transformations; the over-diagonal entries are reduced starting with the
last but one row:
at−1;tI at−2;t−1; at−2;tI at−3;t−2; at−3;t−1; at−3;tI : : :
Let apq be the first that changes by admissible transformations. If there is a nonzero
admissible addition, we make apq D 0; otherwise apq is reduced by transformations
of equivalence or similarity, in the first case we make apq 2 f0; 1g, in the second case
apq is not changed. Then we restrict the set of admissible transformations to those
that preserve the reduced apq , and so on. Note that this reduction is possible for an
arbitrary field k, which does not need to be algebraically closed.
Furthermore, Ct is a basic t  t algebra. So we may consider A1 as a canonical
matrix for the linear matrix problem given by the pair .Ct ;Ct /. By Theorem 2.2 and
since a permutation t  t matrix P belongs to 0t only if P D I , there exists a unique
decomposition
A1 D A1 ]    ] Ar
where each Ai is an indecomposable canonical ni  ni matrix, ni 2 f0; 1gt . Let ti 
ti be the size ofAi , then Ctnini may be identified with C
ti and Ai may be considered
as a Cti -canonical matrix.
Let A1 D Taij Uti;jD1. Define the graphGA with vertices 1; : : : ; t having the edge
i{j .i < j/ if and only if both aij D 1 and aij were reduced by equivalence trans-
formations. ThenGA is a union of trees; moreover,GA is a tree if and only if A1 is
indecomposable (compare with [30]).
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The Krull–Schmidt theorem for this case and a description of nonequivalent in-
decomposable t  t matrices for t 6 6 were given by Thijsse [37].
2.4. Parametric canonical matrices
Let a linear matrix problem be given by a pair .C;M/. The set M may be
presented as the matrix space of all solutions Tmij Uti;jD1 of system (31) in which the
unknowns xij are disposed like the blocks (13): xt1  xt2    . The Gauss{Jordan
elimination procedure to system (31) starting with the last unknown reduces system
to the form
xlr D
X
.i;j/2Nf
c
.l;r/
ij xij ; .l; r/ 2Nd ; (34)
whereNd andNf are such thatNd [Nf D f1; : : : ; tg  f1; : : : ; tg andNd \Nf D
;; the inequality c.l;r/ij =D 0 implies i  l, j  r and xij  xlr (i.e., every unknown
xlr with .l; r/ 2Nd \ .IJ/ is a linear combination of the preceding unknowns
with indices inNf \ .IJ/).
A blockMij ofM 2Mnn will be called free if .i; j/ 2Nf , dependent if .i; j/ 2
Nd . A box Mi will be called free (dependent) if it is a part of a free (dependent)
block.
Lemma 2.2. The vector space Mnn consists of all n n matrices TMij Uti;jD1
whose free blocks are arbitrary and the dependent blocks are their linear combi-
nations given by .34/:
Mlr D
X
.i;j/2Nf
c
.l;r/
ij Mij ; .l; r/ 2Nd : (35)
On each step of BelitskiM{’s algorithm, the reduced subblock of M 2Mnn belongs
to a free block (i.e., all boxesMq1;Mq2; : : : from Definition 1.6 are sub-blocks of free
blocks).
Proof. Let us prove the second statement. On the lth step of BelitskiM’s algorithm,
we reduce the first nonstable block M.l/ of the matrix M.l/ D TM.l/ij U with respect to
K.l/-similarity. If M.l/ is a subblock of a dependent block Mij , then M
.l/
 is a linear
combination of already reduced sub-blocks of blocks preceding to Mij . Hence M.l/
is stable, a contradiction. 
We now describe a set of canonical matrices having ‘the same form’.
Definition 2.4. Let M be a structured (see Definition 1.7) canonical n n matrix,
let Mr1 <    < Mrs be those of its free boxes that are Weyr matrices (Case III of
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BelitskiM’s algorithm), and let ti−1C1      ti be the distinct eigenvalues of Mri .
Considering some of i (resp. all i ) as parameters, we obtain a parametric matrix
M.E/; E VD .i1 ; : : : ; ip / (resp. E VD .1; : : : ; p/; p VD ts ), which will be called
a semi-parametric (resp. parametric) canonical matrix. Its domain of parameters is
the set of all Ea 2 kp such that M.Ea/ is a structured canonical n n matrix with the
same disposition of the boxes ; as in M.
Theorem 2.3. The domain of parametersD of a parametric canonical n nmatrix
M.E/ is given by a system of equations and inequalities of the following three typesV
.i/ f .E/ D 0;
.ii/ .d1.E/; : : : ; dn.E// =D .0; : : : ; 0/;
.iii/ i  iC1;
where f; dj 2 kTx1; : : : ; xpU.
Proof. Let M1 <    < Mm be all the boxes of M.E/. Put A0 VD kp and denote
byAq .1 6 q 6 m/ the set of all Ea 2 kp such that M.Ea/ coincides with M.Ea/1 on
M1; : : : ;Mq . Denote by Kq.Ea/ .1 6 q 6 m; Ea 2Aq/ the subalgebra of K VD Cnn
consisting of all S 2 K such that SM.Ea/ coincides with M.Ea/S on the places of
M1; : : : ;Mq .
We prove that there is a systemSq.E/ of equations of forms (5) and (6) (in which
every c.l/ij is an element of k or a parameter i from M1; : : : ;Mq ) satisfying the
following two conditions for every E D Ea 2Aq :
(a) the equations of each .I; J/ subsystem of (6) are linearly independent, and
(b) Kq.Ea/ is a reduced nq  nq algebra given bySq.Ea/.
This is obvious for K0.Ea/ VD K.Ea/. Let it hold for q − 1; we prove it for q.
We may assume that Mq is a free box since otherwiseAq−1 DAq and Kq.Ea/ D
Kq−1.Ea/ for all Ea 2Aq−1. Let .l; r/ be the indices of Mq as a block of the nq−1 
nq−1 matrix M (i.e.Mq D Mlr ). In accordance with the algorithm of Section 1.4, we
consider two cases:
Case 1: Mq D ;: Then equality (15) is not implied by system Sq−1.Ea/ (more
exactly, by its .I;J/ subsystem with IJ 3 .l; r/, see (6)) for all Ea 2Aq . It
means that there is a nonzero determinant formed by columns of coefficients of sys-
tem .6/ [ .15/. Hence,Aq consists of all Ea 2Aq−1 that satisfy condition (ii), where
d1.E/; : : : ; dn.E/ are all such determinants; we haveSq.E/ DSq−1.E/ [ .15/.
Case 2: Mq =D ;: Then equality (15) is implied by the system Sq−1.Ea/ for all
Ea 2Aq . Hence, Aq consists of all Ea 2Aq−1 that satisfy conditions d1.Ea/ D 0;
: : : ; dn.Ea/ D 0 of form (i) and (if Mq is a Weyr matrix with the parameters tq−1C1;
: : : ; tq ) the conditions tq−1C1      tq of form (iii). SystemSq.E/ is obtained
fromSq−1.E/ as follows: we rewrite (5) and (6) for smaller blocks of Kq (every sys-
tem (6) with I 3 l or J 3 r gives several systems with the same coefficients, each
of them connects equally disposed sub-blocks of the blocks Sij with .i; j/ 2 IJ)
and add the equations needed for SllMlr D MlrSrr .
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Since A0 D kp; Aq .1 6 q 6 m/ consists of all Ea 2Aq−1 that satisfy a cer-
tain system of conditions (i){(iii) and D VDAm is the domain of parameters of
M.E/. 
Example 2.5. The canonical pair of matrices from Example 1.5 has the parametric
form 0
BBB@
2
664
1 1
0 1
0
0 2 10 2
3
775 ;
2
6664
2 1
0 2
5 ;
3 4
1 0
0 1
;
3
7775
1
CCCA :
Its domain of parameters is given by the conditions 1  2; 1 =D 0; 3 D 0, and
4 =D 5:
Remark 2.1. The number of parametric canonical n n matrices is finite for every
n since there exists a finite number of partitions into boxes, and each box is
;;

0 I
0 0

; or a Weyr matrix (consisting of 0, 1, and parameters):
Therefore, a linear matrix problem for matrices of size n n is reduced to the
problem of finding a finite set of parametric canonical matrices and their domains of
parameters. Each domain of parameters is given by a system of polynomial equations
and inequalities (of the types (i){(iii)), and so it is a semi-algebraic set; moreover, it
is locally closed up to condition (iii).
2.5. Modules over finite dimensional algebras
In this section, we consider matrix problems with independent row and column
transformations (such problems are called separated in [18]) and reduce to them the
problem of classifying modules over algebras.
Lemma 2.3. Let C  kmm and D  knn be two basic matrix algebras and let
N  kmn be a vector space such that CN N andND N. Denote by 0nN
the vector space of .mC n/ .mC n/ matrices of the form
0 N
0 0

; N 2N:
Then the pair
.C  D; 0nN/
determines the canonical form problem for matrices N 2Nmn in which the row
transformations are given by C and the column transformations are given by D:
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N 7! CNS; C 2 Cmm; S 2 Dnn:
Proof. Put
M D

0 N
0 0

and apply Definition 2.3. 
In particular, if C D k, then the row transformations are arbitrary; this classifi-
cation problem is studied intensively in representation theory where it is given by a
vectorspace category [26,36], by a module over an aggregate [17,18], or by a vectroid
[4].
The next theorem shows that the problem of classifying modules over a finite
dimensional algebra C may be reduced to a linear matrix problem. If the reader is
not familiar with the theory of modules (the used results can be found in [13]), he
may omit this theorem since it is not used in the following sections. The algebra
C is isomorphic to a matrix algebra, and so by Theorem 1.1 we may assume that
C is a reduced matrix algebra. Moreover, by the Morita theorem [13], the category
of modules over C is equivalent to the category of modules over its basic algebra.
Hence we may assume that C is a basic matrix algebra. All modules are taken to be
right finite dimensional.
Theorem 2.4. For every basic t  t algebra C; there is a natural bijection betweenV
.i/ the set of isoclasses of indecomposable modules over C and
.ii/ the set of indecomposable .C  C; 0nR/ canonical matrices without zero n n
matrices with n D .0; : : : ; 0; ntC1; : : : ; n2t /, whereR D radC .it consists of the
matrices from C with zero diagonal/.
Proof. We will successively reduce
(a) the problem of classifying, up to isomorphism, modules over a basic matrix al-
gebra C  ktt
to a linear matrix problem.
Drozd [11] (see also [6]) proposed a method for reducing problem (a) (with an
arbitrary finite dimensional algebra C) to a matrix problem. His method was founded
on the following well-known property of projective modules [13, p. 156]:
For every module M over C, there exists an exact sequence
P
’−! Q  −! M −! 0; (36)
Ker’  radP; Im’  radQ; (37)
where P and Q are projective modules. Moreover, if
P 0 ’
0
−! Q0  
0
−! M 0 −! 0
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is another exact sequence with these properties, then M is isomorphic to M 0 if and
only if there exist isomorphisms f V P ! P 0 and g V Q ! Q0 such that g’ D ’0f .
Hence, problem (a) reduces to
(b) the problem of classifying triples .P;Q; ’/, where P and Q are projective mod-
ules over a basic matrix algebra C and ’ V P ! Q is a homomorphism satisfy-
ing (37), up to isomorphisms .f; g/ V .P;Q; ’/ ! .P 0;Q0; ’0/ given by pairs of
isomorphisms f V P ! P 0 and g V Q ! Q0 such that g’ D ’0f .
By Lemma 2.1, C is a reduced algebra, it defines an equivalence relation  in
T D f1; : : : ; tg (see (2)). Moreover, if T= D fI1; : : : ;Irg, then the matricesE DP
i2I eii . D 1; : : : ; r/ form a decomposition (27) of the identity of C into a sum
of minimal orthogonal idempotents, and P1 D E1C; : : : ; Pr D ErC are all noniso-
morphic indecomposable projective modules over C.
Let ’ 2 HomC.P; P/. Then ’ is given by F VD ’.E/. Since F 2 P; F D
EF . Since ’ is a homomorphism, ’.EG/ D 0 implies FG D 0 for every G 2 C.
TakingG D I − E , we have F.I − E/ D 0, and so F D FE D EFE . Hence
we may identify HomC.P; P/ and ECE :
HomC.P; P/ D C VD ECE: (38)
The set R of all matrices from C with zero diagonal is the radical of C; radP D
PR D ER. Hence ’ 2 HomC.P; P/ satisfies Im’  radP if and only if ’.E/
2 R VD ERE .
Let
P D P .p1/1      P .pr /r ; Q D Q.q1/1     Q.qr/r
be two projective modules, where X.i/ VD X     X (i-times); we may identify
HomC.P;Q/ with the set of block matrices U D TU Ur;D1, where U 2 C
qp

is a q  p block with entries in C . Moreover, ImU  radQ if and only if U 2
R
qp
 for all ; . The condition Ker’  radP means that there exists no decom-
position P D P 0  P 00 such that P 00 =D 0 and ’.P 00/ D 0.
Hence, problem (b) reduces to
(c) the problem of classifying q  p matrices U D TU Ur;D1, U 2 R
qp
 , up
to transformations
U 7−! CUS; (39)
where C D TC Ur;D1 and S D TS Ur;D1 are invertible q  q and p  p ma-
trices, C 2 Cqq , and S 2 C
pp
 . The matrices U must satisfy the con-
dition: that there exists no transformation (39) making a zero column in U.
Every element of C is an upper triangular matrix a D Taij Uti;jD1; define its
submatrix Na D Taij U.i;j/2II (by (38), aij D 0 if .i; j/ 62 I I ). Let U D
TU Ur;D1 with U 2 R
qp
 ; replacing every entry a of U by the matrix Na
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and permuting rows and columns to order them in accordance with their position
in C, we obtain a matrix NU from Cmn, where mi VD q if i 2 I and nj VD p if
j 2 I . It reduces problem (c) to
(d) the problem of classifying m n matrices N 2 Rmn (m and n are step-
sequences) up to transformations
N 7! CNS; C 2 Cmm; S 2 Cnn: (40)
The matrices N must satisfy the condition: for each equivalence classI 2 T=,
there is no transformation (40) making 0 the first column in all the ith vertical
strips with i 2 I.
By Lemma 2.3, problem (d) is the linear matrix problem given by the pair .C 
C; 0nR/ with an additional condition on the transformed matrices: they do not
reduce to a block-direct sum with a zero summand whose size has the form n n,
n D .0; : : : ; 0; ntC1; : : : ; n2t /. 
Corollary. The following three statements are equivalentV
.i/ The number of nonisomorphic indecomposable modules over an algebra C is
finite.
.ii/ The set of nonequivalent n n matrices over C is finite for every integer n.
.iii/ The set of nonequivalent elements is finite in every algebra K; that is, Morita
equivalent [13] to C (two elements a; b 2 K are said to be equivalent if a D x
by for invertible x; y 2 K).
The corollary follows from the proof of Theorem 2.4 and from the second
Brauer{Thrall conjecture [18]: the number of nonisomorphic indecomposable mod-
ules over an algebra K is infinite if and only if there exist infinitely many nonisomor-
phic indecomposable K-modules of the same dimension. Condition (37) does not
change the finiteness since every exact sequence (36) is the direct sum of an exact
sequence P1 ! Q1 ! M ! 0 that satisfies this condition and exact sequences of
the form eiC ! eiC ! 0 ! 0 and eiC ! 0 ! 0 ! 0, where 1 D e1 C    C er is
a decomposition of 1 2 C into a sum of minimal orthogonal idempotents.
3. Tame and wild matrix problems
3.1. Introduction
In this section, we prove the Tame{Wild theorem in a form approaching to the
third main theorem from [17].
Generalizing the notion of a quiver and its representations, Roiter [27] introduced
the notions of a bocs (= bimodule over category with coalgebra structure) and its rep-
resentations. For each free triangular bocs, Drozd [11] (see also [10,12]) proved that
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the problem of classifying its representations satisfies one and only one of the follow-
ing two conditions (respectively, is of tame or wild type): (a) all but a finite number
of nonisomorphic indecomposable representations of the same dimension belong
to a finite number of one-parameter families, and (b) this problem ‘contains’ the
problem of classifying pairs of matrices up to simultaneous similarity. It confirmed
a conjecture due to Donovan and Freislich [8] states that every finite dimensional
algebra is either tame or wild. Drozd’s proof was interpreted by Crawley-Boevey
[6,7]. The authors of [17] got a new proof of the Tame{Wild Theorem for matrix
problems given by modules over aggregates and studied a geometric structure of the
set of nonisomorphic indecomposable matrices.
The problem of classifying pairs of matrices up to simultaneous similarity (i.e.
representations of the quiver ) is used as a measure of complexity since it ‘con-
tains’ a lot of matrix problems, in particular, the problem of classifying represen-
tations of every quiver. For instance, the classes of isomorphic representations of
quiver (1) correspond, in a one-to-one manner, to the classes of similar pairs of the
form 0
BB@
2
664
I 0 0 0
0 2I 0 0
0 0 3I 0
0 0 0 4I
3
775 ;
2
664
A 0 0 0
A 0 0 0
Aγ 0 0 0
A A" I A
3
775
1
CCA : (41)
Indeed, if .J;A/ and .J;A0/ are two similar pairs of form (41), then S−1JS D
J; S−1AS D A0, the first equality implies S D S1  S2  S3  S4 and equating the
.4; 3/ blocks in the second equality gives S3 D S4 (compare with Example 1.1).
Let A1; : : : ; Ap 2 kmm. For a parametric matrix M.1; : : : ; p/ D Taij C bij 1
C    C dij pU (aij ; bij ; : : : ; dij 2 k), the matrix that is obtained by replacement of
its entries with aij Im C bijA1 C    C dijAp will be denoted by M.A1; : : : ; Ap/.
In this section, we get the following strengthened form of the Tame{Wild theo-
rem, which is based on an explicit description of the set of canonical matrices.
Theorem 3.1. Every linear matrix problem satisfies one and only one of the follow-
ing two conditions .respectively, is of tame or wild type):
.i/ For every step-sequence n; the set of indecomposable canonical matrices in
the affine space of n n matrices consists of a finite number of points and
straight lines 3 of the form fL.Jm.// j  2 kg; where L.x/ D Taij C xbij U is a
one-parameter l  l matrix (aij ; bij 2 k; l D n=m) and Jm./ is the Jordan cell.
Changing m gives a new line of indecomposable canonical matrices L.Jm0.//I
3 Contrary to [17], these lines are unpunched. Thomas Brüstle and the author proved that the number of
points and lines is bounded by 4d , where d D dim.Mnn/. This estimate is based on an explicit form of
canonical matrices given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and is an essential improvement of the estimate [5],
which started from the article [17].
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there exists an integer p such that the number of points of intersections 4 of the
line L.Jm.// with other lines is p if m > 1 and p or p C 1 if m D 1.
.ii/ There exists a two-parameter n n matrix P.x; y/ D Taij C xbij C ycij U .aij ;
bij ; cij 2 k/ such that the plane fP.a; b/ j a; b 2 kg consists only of indecompos-
able canonical matrices. Moreover; a pair .A;B/ of mm matrices is in the
canonical form with respect to simultaneous similarity if and only if P.A;B/ is
a canonicalmnmn matrix.
We will prove Theorem 3.1 analogously to the proof of the Tame{Wild theorem in
[11]: We reduce an indecomposable canonical matrix M to canonical form (making
additional partitions into blocks) and meet a free (in the sense of Section 2.4) block
P that is reduced by similarity transformations. If there exist infinitely many values
of eigenvalues of P for which we cannot simultaneously make zero all free blocks
after P, then the matrix problem satisfies condition (ii). If there is no matrix M with
such a block P, then the matrix problem satisfies condition (i). We will consider the
first case in Section 3.3 and the second case in Section 3.4. Two technical lemmas
are proved in Section 3.2.
3.2. Two technical lemmas
In this section, we get two lemmas, which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. Given two matrices L and R of the form L D Im C F and R D In C
G; where F and G are nilpotent upper triangular matrices. Define
Af D
X
ij
aijL
iARj (42)
for every A 2 kmn and f .x; y/ D Pi;j>0 aij xiyj 2 kTx; yU. Then
.i/ .Af /g D Afg D .Ag/f I
.ii/ Af D P bijF iAGj; where b00 D f .;/; b01 D ofoy .; /; : : : I
.iii/ if f .;/ D 0; then the left lower entry of Af is 0;
.iv/ if f .;/ =D 0; then for every m n matrix B there exists a unique A such that
Af D B .in particular; B D 0 implies A D 0/.
Proof. (ii) Af D P aij .I C F/iA.I CG/j D P aijijACP aij ijj−1A
GC    :
(iii) It follows from (ii).
(iv) Let f .;/ =D 0 and A 2 kmn. By (ii), B VD Af D P bijF iAGj ; where
b00 D f .;/. Then A D b−100 TB −
P
iCj>1 bijF iAGj U: Substituting this equality
4 Hypothesis: this number is equal to 0.
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in its right-hand side gives
A D b−100 B − b−200
2
4 X
iCj>1
bijF
iBGj −
X
iCj>2
cijF
iAGj
3
5 :
Repeating this substitution mC n times, we eliminate A on the right since Fm D
Gn D 0 (recall that F and G are nilpotent). 
Lemma 3.2. Given a polynomial p  t matrix Tfij U; fij 2 kTx; yU; and an infinite
setD  k  k. For every l 2 f0; 1; : : : ; pg; .; / 2 D; andFl D fm;n; F;G;N1;
: : : ; Nlg; where F 2 kmm and G 2 knn are nilpotent upper triangular matrices
and N1; : : : ; Nl 2 kmn; we define a system of matrix equations
Sl DSl .; ;Fl / V Xfi11 C    CXfitt D Ni; i D 1; : : : ; l; (43)
.see (42)) that is empty if l D 0. Suppose, for every .; / 2 D; there existsFp such
that the systemSp is unsolvable.
Then there exist an infinite set D0  D; a polynomial d 2 kTx; yU that is zero on
D0; a nonnegative integer w 6 min.p − 1; t/; and pairwise distinct j1; : : : ; jt−w 2
f1; : : : ; tg satisfying the conditionsV
.i/ For each .; / 2 D0 andFw; the systemSw.;;Fw/ is solvable and every
.t − w/-tuple Sj1 ; Sj2 ; : : : ; Sjt−w 2 kmn is uniquely completed to its solution
.S1; : : : ; St /.
.ii/ For each .; / 2 D0; F0w D fm;n; F;G; 0; : : : ; 0g; and for every solution
.S1; : : : ; St / ofSw.;;F0w/; there exists a matrix S such that
S
fwC1;1
1 C    C SfwC1;tt D Sd : (44)
Proof. Step-by-step, we will simplify systemSp.;;Fp/ with .; / 2 D.
First step. Let there exist a polynomial f1j , say f1t , that is nonzero on an infinite
setD1  D. By Lemma 3.1(iv), for each .; / 2 D1 and everyX1; : : : ; Xt−1 there
exists a unique Xt such that the first equation of (43) holds. Subtracting the fit th
power of the first equation of (43) from the f1t th power of the ith equation of (43)
for all i > 1, we obtain the system
X
gi1
1 C    CXgi;t−1t−1 D Nf1ti −Nfit1 ; 2 6 i 6 l; (45)
where gij D fij f1t − f1j fit : By Lemma 4.1(iv), the system Sp and the system
(45) supplemented by the first equation of Sp have the same set of solutions for
all .; / 2 D1 and allFp.
Second step. Let there exist a polynomial g2j , say g2;t−1, that is nonzero on an
infinite set D2  D1. We eliminate Xt−1 from Eqs. (45) with 3 6 i 6 l.
Last step. After the wth step, we obtain a system
X
r1
j1
C    C Xrt−wjt−w D N
: : : : : : : : : : : :

(46)
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(empty if w D t) and an infinite set Dw such that the projection
.S1; : : : ; St / 7! .Sj1; : : : Sjt−w /
is a bijection of the set of solutions of systemSp.;;Fp/ into the set of solutions
of system (46) for every .; / 2 Dw.
Since for every .; / 2 D there exists Fp such that the system Sp is unsolv-
able, the process stops on system (46) with w < p for which either
(a) there exists ri =D 0 and r1.; / D    D rt−w.;/ D 0 for almost all .; / 2
Dw , or
(b) r1 D    D rt−w D 0 or w D t .
We add the .w C 1/th equation
X
fwC1;1
1 C    CXfwC1;tt D XfwC1;11 C    C XfwC1;tt
to the system Sw.;;F0w/ with .; / 2 Dw and F0w D fm;n; F;G; 0; : : : ; 0g
and apply the w steps; we obtain the equation
X
r1
j1
C    C Xrt−wjt−w D .X
fwC1;1
1 C    CXfwC1;tt /’ (47)
where r1; : : : ; rt−w are the same as in (46) and ’.;/ =D 0. Clearly, the solutions
.S1; : : : ; St / ofSw.;;F0w/ satisfy (47); moreover
.S
1
j1
C    C St−wjt−w /d D .S
fwC1;1
1 C    C SfwC1;tt /’ (48)
for .; / 2 D0, where 1; : : : ; t−w; d 2 kTx; yU and D0 define as follows: In case
(a), r1; : : : ; rt−w have a common divisor d.x; y/ with infinitely many roots in Dw
(we use the following form of the Bezout theorem [20, Section 1.3]: two relatively
prime polynomials f1; f2 2 kTx; yU of degrees d1 and d2 have no more than d1d2
common roots); we put i D ri=d and D0 D f.; / 2 Dw j d.;/ D 0g. In case
(b), the left-hand side of (47) is zero; we put 1 D    D t−w D 0 (ifw < t), d D 0,
andD0 D Dw .
We take .; / 2 D0 and put N’.x; y/ D ’.x C ; y C /. Since N’.0; 0/ D ’.;/
=D 0, there exists N 2 kTx; yU for which N’ N  1 mod .xs; ys/, where s is such that
F s D Gs D 0. We put .x; y/ D N .x − ; y − /. ThenA’ D A for everym n
matrix A. By (48),
S
fwC1;1
1 C    C SfwC1;tt D .S1j1 C    C S
t−w
jt−w /
 dI
it proves (44). 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1 for wild problems
A sub-block of a free (dependent) block will be named a free .dependent/ sub-
block. In this section, we consider a matrix problem given by a pair .C; M/ such
that there exists a semi-parametric canonical matrix M 2Mnn having a free box
Mq =D ; with the following property:
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The horizontal or the vertical .q − 1/-strip of Mq is linked (see
Definition 1.9) to a (q − 1)-strip containing an infinite parameter
from a free boxMv; v < q; (i.e., the domain of parameters contains
infinitely many vectors with distinct values of this parameter).
(49)
We choose such M 2Mnn having the smallest Pn D n1 C n2 C    and take its
free boxMq =D ;, that is the first with property (49). Then each .q − 1/-strip of M is
linked to the horizontal or the vertical .q − 1/-strip containing Mq . Our purpose is
to prove that the matrix problem satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1. Let each of
the boxes Mq; MqC1; : : : ; that is free be replaced by 0, and let as many as possible
parameters in the boxesM1; : : : ;Mq−1 be replaced by elements of k (corresponding-
ly we retouch dependent boxes and narrow down the domain of parametersD) such
that property (49) still stands (note that all the parameters of a “new” semi-parametric
canonical matrix M are infinite and that Mq D 0 but Mq =D ;). The following three
cases are possible:
Case 1: The horizontal and the vertical .q − 1/-strips of Mq are linked to
.q − 1/-strips containing distinct parameters l and r , respectively.
Case 2: The horizontal or the vertical .q − 1/-strip of Mq is linked to no
.q − 1/-strips containing parameters.
Case 3: The horizontal and the vertical .q − 1/-strips of Mq are linked to
.q − 1/-strips containing the same parameter .
3.3.1. Study Case 1
By Theorem 2.2, the minimality of
P
n, and since each .q − 1/-strip of M is
linked to a .q − 1/-strip containing Mq , we have that M is a two-parameter ma-
trix (hence l; r 2 f1; 2g) and, up to permutation of .q − 1/-strips, it has the form
OHl  OHr , where OHl D Hl.Jsl .lI // and OHr D Hr.Jsr .rI // lie in the intersection of
all .q − 1/-strips linked to the horizontal and, respectively, the vertical .q − 1/-strips
of Mq , Hl.a/ and Hr.a/ are indecomposable canonical matrices for all a 2 k, and
Js.I/ VD
2
666664
I I 0
I
.
.
.
.
.
. I
0 I
3
777775 :
We will assume that the parameters 1 and 2 are enumerated such that the free
boxesMu andMv containing 1 and, respectively, 2 satisfy u 6 v (clearly,Mu and
Mv are Weyr matrices).
Let first u < v. Then
Mu D A Js1.1I/ B; Mv D Js2.2I/; (50)
where A and B lie in OH2 (Mv does not contain summands from OH1 since every box
Mi with i > u that is reduced by similarity transformations belongs to OH1 or OH2).
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By the n.  n. partition of M into blocks M.ij (which will be called .-blocks
and the corresponding strips will be called .-strips), we mean the partition obtained
from the partition into .v − 1/-strips by removing the divisions inside of Js1.1I/
and the corresponding divisions inside of the horizontal and vertical .u− 1/-strips
ofMu and inside of all .u− 1/-strips that are linked with them. Clearly, Js1.1I/ and
Js2.2I/ are free .-blocks, the other .-blocks are zero or scalar matrices, andMq is
a part of a .-block. Denote byI (respectivelyJ) the set of indices of .-strips of OHl
(respectively OHr ) in M D TM.ij Uei;jD1. ThenI [J D f1; : : : ; eg andI \J D ;.
Step 1 (A selection ofM.). In this step we will select both a free .-blockM. > Mv
with .; / 2 IJ and an infinite set of .a; b/ 2 D such thatM. cannot be made
arbitrary by transformations of M.a; b/ preserving all M1; : : : ;Mv and all M.ij <
M.. Such M
.
 exists since Mq =D ; is a part of a free M.ij with .i; j/ 2 IJ.
Denote by K0 the algebra of all S from K VD Cnn for which MS and SM are co-
incident on the places of the boxesM1; : : : ;Mv (see (22)). Then the transformations
M 7−! M 0 D SMS−1; S 2 K0; (51)
preserve M1; : : : ;Mv . Note that K0 is an algebra of upper block-triangular n.  n.
(and even nv  nv) matrices.
Let M. be selected and let S 2 K0 be such that transformation (51) preserves all
M.ij < M
.
. Equating the .; / .-blocks in the equality M 0S D SM gives
M.1S
.
1 C    CM.;−1S.−1; CMł0S. D S.M. C    C S.eM.e; (52)
where e  e is the number of .-blocks in M. Since
M.ij =D 0 implies .i; j/ 2 .II/ [ .JJ/; (53)
equality (52) may contain S.ij only if .i; j/ 2 IJ or .i; j/ D .; /. Hence Mł0
is fully determined by M, S. and the family of ł-blocks
S.IJ VD fS.ij j .i; j/ 2 IJg:
We will select M. in the sequence
F1 < F2 <    < F (54)
of all freeM.ij such that .i; j/ 2 IJ andM.ij 6 M1 [    [Mv . For  2 f1; : : : ;
g denote by K the algebra of all S 2 K0 for which MS and SM coincide on the
places of all M.ij 6 F . Then the transformations
M 7−! M 0 D SMS−1; S 2 K; (55)
preserveM1; : : : ;Mv and all M.ij 6 F .
Let us investigate the family S.IJ for each S 2 K.
The algebra K D Cnn consists of all n nmatrices S D TSij U whose blocks sat-
isfy a system of linear equations of the forms (5) and (6) completed by Sij D 0 for
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all i > j . Let us rewrite this system for smaller .-blocks S.ij . The equations that
contain blocks from the family S.IJ contain no blocks S
.
ij 62 S.IJ. (Indeed, by the
definition of Case 1, the .q − 1/-strips of OH1 are not linked to the .q − 1/-strips ofOH2, and so the partition of T intoI andJ is in agreement with its partition T= into
equivalence classes; see (2) and Definition 1.9.) Hence the family S.IJ for S 2 K.
is given by a system of equations of the formX
.i;j/2IJ

./
ij S
.
ij D 0;  D 1; : : : ; w1: (56)
Denote by Bu (respectively Buv) the part of M consisting of all entries that are
in the intersection of
S
i6u Mi (respectively
S
u<i6v Mi ; by the union of boxes we
mean the part of the matrix formed by these boxes) andS.i;j/2IJM.ij . Let us prove
thatBu andBuv are unions of .-blocksM.ij ; .i; j/ 2 IJ. It is clear forBu since
the partition into .-strips is a refinement of the partition into .u− 1/-strips. It is also
true for Buv since Buv is partitioned into rectangular parts (see Definition 1.8) of
the form TMC1jMC2j    jMCs1U if r D 1 and TMT1 jMT2 j    jMTs1 U
T if l D 1 (the
indices l and r were defined in the formulation of Case 1); recall that allMi are boxes
andMu has form (50).
By the definition of the algebra K0, it consists of all S 2 K such that MS − SM
is zero on the places of the boxes Mi 6 Mv . To obtain the conditions on the family
S.IJ of blocks of S 2 K0, by virtue of statement (53), it suffices to equate zero the
blocks of MS − SM on the places of all free .-blocks M.ij fromBu and Buv (note
that some of them may satisfy M.ij > M
.
). Since all free .-blocks of M except for
Js1.1I/ and Js2.2I/ are scalar or zero matrices, we obtain a system of equalities
of the formX
.i;j/2IJ

./
ij S
.
ij D 0;  D w1 C 1; : : : ; w2; (57)
for the places fromBu andX
.i;j/2IJ
.S.ij /
g
./
ij D 0;  D 1; : : : ; w3; (58)
for the places fromBuv , where .S.ij /
g
./
ij , g
./
ij 2 kTx; yU (more precisely, g./ij 2 kTxU
if l D 1 and g./ij 2 kTyU if r D 1), are given by (42) with L D Jsl .lI / and R D
Jsr .rI /.
Applying the Gauss{Jordan elimination algorithm to system (56) [ (57), we
choose S1; : : : ; St 2 S.IJ such that they are arbitrary and the other S.ij 2 S.IJ are
their linear combinations. Rewriting system (58) for S1; : : : ; St , we obtain a system
of equalities of the form
S
fi1
1 C    C Sfitt D 0; i D 1; : : : ; w3: (59)
The algebra K .1 6  6 / consists of all S 2 K0 such that SM and MS have the
same blocks on the places of all freeM.xy 6 F :
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M.x1S
.
1y C    CM.xyS.yy D S.xxM.xy C    C S.xeM.ey : (60)
We may omit equalities (60) for all .x; y/ such thatM.xy is contained inM1; : : : ;Mv
(by the definition of K0), or .x; y/ 62 IJ (by (53), equalities (60) contain S.ij 2
S.IJ only if .x; y/ 2 IJ). The remaining equalities (60) correspond to M.xy 2fF1; : : : ; Fg (which are zero) and take the form
S
fi1
1 C    C Sfitt D 0; i D w3 C 1; : : : ; w3 C : (61)
It follows from the preceding that any sequence of matrices S1; : : : ; St is the se-
quence of corresponding blocks of a matrix S 2 K if and only if system (59) [ (61)
holds for S1; : : : ; St .
Put  D  (see (54)), p D w3 C , andD D f.al; ar / j .a1; a2/ 2 Dg. SinceMq =D
; is a part of a free M.ij with .i; j/ 2 IJ, for every .al; ar / 2 D we may change
the right-hand part of system (59) [ (61) to obtain an unsolvable system. Apply-
ing Lemma 3.2 to system (59) [ (61), we get an infinite D0  D, a polynomial
d 2 kTx; yU that is zero on D0, a nonnegative integer w 6 min.p − 1; t/, and pair-
wise distinct j1; : : : ; jt−w 2 f1; : : : ; tg satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma
3.2. We take FwC1−w3 as the desired block M.. Since Mq is the first among free
boxes =D ; with property (49),M. > Mv . Equality (52) takes the form
S
fwC1;1
1 C    C SfwC1;tt D S.M. −Mł0S.: (62)
Step 2 (A construction of P.x; y/). In this step, we construct the two-parameter
matrix P.x; y/ from condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1.
Let us fix a pair .al; ar/ 2 D0 in the following manner. If the polynomial d 2
kTx; yU is zero, then .al; ar / is an arbitrary pair fromD0. Let d =D 0; if d is reducible,
we replace it by its irreducible factor. Since d is zero on the infinite set D0 that
does not contain infinitely many pairs .al; ar / with the same al (otherwise, the lth
parameter can be replaced with al , but we have already replaced as many as possible
parameters by elements of k such that property (49) still stands), it follows d 62 kTxU
and so d 0y VDod=oy =D 0. Since d is an irreducible polynomial, .d; d 0y/ D 1; by the
Bezout theorem (see the proof of Lemma 3.2), we may choose .al; ar / 2 D0 such
that
d.al; ar / D 0; d 0y.al; ar/ =D 0: (63)
Denote by P.x; y/ the matrix that is obtained from M by replacement of its
.-blocks Jsl .lI / and Jsr .rI / with Weyr matrices
L VD P.J1.al/ J3.al/ J5.al/ J7.al/ J9.al//P−1;
R VD J5.arI2/
(64)
(where P is a permutation matrix, see Theorem 1.2) and the .-blockM. with
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P . D P
2
66664
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
3
77775 ; Qi D
2
666666664
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
Ti 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
3
777777775
;
(65)
T D
2
66664
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
3
77775 D
2
66664
1 y
1 x
1 1
1 0
0 1
3
77775 ;
where Qi is .2i − 1/ 10 (its zero blocks are 1  2) and Ti is in the middle row.
(Each nonzero free .-block M.ij of M, except for Jsl .lI / and Jsr .rI /, is a sca-
lar matrix with .i; j/ 2 .II/ [ .JJ/; it is replaced by the scalar matrix P .ij
with the same diagonal having the size .1 C 3 C 5 C 7 C 9/ .1 C 3 C 5 C 7 C 9/
if .i; j/ 2 II and 10  10 if .i; j/ 2 JJ.) The dependent blocks are, respec-
tively, corrected by formulas (35).
Let us enumerate the rows and columns of J D J1.al/ J3.al/ J5.al/ J7.al/
 J9.al/ and the rows of TQiU5iD1 by the pairs of numbers h1; 1iI h3; 1i; h3; 2i; h3; 3iIh5; 1i; h5; 2i; : : : ; h5; 5iI : : : I h9; 1i; h9; 2i; : : : ; h9; 9i. Going over to the matrix P,
we have permuted them in L D PJP−1 and P . D PTQi U in the following order:
h9; 1i; h7; 1i; h5; 1i; h3; 1i; h1; 1i; h9; 2i; h7; 2i; h5; 2i; h3; 2i;
h9; 3i; h7; 3i; h5; 3i; h3; 3i; h9; 4i; h7; 4i; h5; 4i;
h9; 5i; h7; 5i; h5; 5i; h9; 6i; h7; 6i; h9; 7i; h7; 7i; h9; 8i; h9; 9i
(66)
(see Section 1.3). In the same manner, we will enumerate the rows and columns in
every ith .-strip .i 2 I/ of P.x; y/.
We will prove that P.x; y/ satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1. Let .W;B/ be
a canonical pair of mm matrices under simultaneous similarity; put
K D P.W;B/ (67)
and denote by NQi; NTi; NL; NR the blocks of K that correspond to Qi; Ti; L; R (see
(64)) from P.x; y/:
NL D NP NJ NP−1; NR D J5.arI2m/; (68)
NJ VD J1.alIm/ J3.alIm/ J5.alIm/ J7.alIm/ J9.alIm/; (69)
where NP is a permutation matrix. It suffices to show that K is a canonical matrix (i.e.,
K is stable relatively to the algorithm of Section 1.4). To prove it, we will construct
the partition of K into boxes.
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Clearly, the boxes M1; : : : ;Mu of M convert to the boxes K1; : : : ;Ku of K. The
box Mv of M is replaced by the box K Nv of K. The numbers v and Nv may be distinct
sinceMu andKu may have distinct numbers of cells. The partK1 [    [K Nv of K is
in canonical form. The partition of K obtained after reduction of K1; : : : ;K Nv is the
partition into Nv-strips; the corresponding blocks will be called Nv-blocks; for instance,
NT1; : : : ; NT5 are Nv-blocks.
The transformations of K that preserve the boxes K1; : : : ;K Nv are
K 7−! K 0 D SKS−1; S 2 NK0: (70)
For every matrix S from the algebra NK0, the familyS.IJ of its .-blocks satisfies sys-
tem (56){(58). So S1; : : : ; St 2 S.IJ (which correspond to S1; : : : ; St for S 2 K0) are
arbitrary satisfying Eqs. (59) and the other S.ij 2 S.IJ are their linear combinations.
Step 3. We prove the following statement:
Let p 2 f1; : : : ; 5g and let the matrix K be reduced by those
transformations (70) that preserve all Nv9blocks preceding NTp.
Then NTp is transformed into NT 0p D Ap NTpB; here Ap is an arbi-
trary nonsingular matrix and B is a nonsingular matrix for which
there exist nonsingular matrices ApC1; : : : ; A5 satisfying NTpC1 D
ApC1 NTpC1B; : : : ; NT5 D A5 NT5B.
(71)
The rows and columns of P.x; y/ convert to the substrips of K D P.W;B/. For
every i 2 I; we have enumerated the rows and columns in the ith .-strip of P.x; y/
by pairs (66); we will use the same indexing for the substrips in the ith .-strip of K.
By analogy with (52), equating in K 0S D SK (see (70)) the blocks on the place
of K. gives
Kł01S.1 C    CKł0S. D S.K. C    C S.eK.e (72)
For p from (71) and i 2 I, we denote by Ci; OK 0 i ; OKi (respectively Di/ the
matrices that are obtained from S. i ; Kł0 i ; K
.
 i (respectively K. i ) by deletion of all
horizontal (respectively, horizontal and vertical) substrips except for the substrips
indexed by h2p − 1; pi; h2p − 1; p C 1i; : : : ; h2p − 1; 2p − 1i. Then (72) implies
OK 01S.1 C    C OK 0Sł D CK. C    C CeK.e: (73)
The considered in (71) transformations (70) preserve all Nv-blocks preceding NTp.
Since NTp is a Nv-block from the h2p − 1; pi substrip of the  th horizontal .-strip
whose substrips are ordered by (66), the block OKi (i < ) is located in a part of K
preserved by these transformations, that is, OK 0 i D OKi . If  > i 2 I, then OK 0 iS.i D
DiCi sinceK. i is a scalar matrix or NL (see (68)). If  > i 2 J, then OK 0 i D OKi D
0. So equality (73) is presented in the form
−1X
iD1
DiCi C OK 0Sł D CK. C
eX
iDC1
CiK
.
i: (74)
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Equality (74) contains Cij only if .i; j/ 2 IJ, and so each of them is a part
of S.ij 2 S.IJ. We have chosen S1; : : : ; St in S.IJ such that they are arbitrary and
the others are their linear combinations; let C1; : : : ; Ct be the corresponding parts of
S1; : : : ; St . It is easy to show that C1; : : : ; Ct satisfy the system that is obtained from
(59)[(61) with w3 C  D w C 1 by replacing S1; : : : ; St with C1; : : : ; Ct . EachDi
in (74) is a scalar or zero matrix ifK. i is not NL andDi D Jp.alIm/ otherwise, each
K.i (i <  ) is a scalar or zero matrix or NR D J5.arI2m/, and so equality (74) may be
rewritten in the form
C
fwC1;1
1 C    C CfwC1;tt D CK. − OK 0S.; (75)
where fwC1;j are the same as in (62) and CfwC1;ii is defined by (42) with L D
Jp.alIm/ and R D J5.arI2m/. By (44), the left-hand side of (75) has the form Cd ,
and so
Cd D CK. − OK 0S.: (76)
Let us study the right-hand side of (76). Since  2 I and  2 J, the blocks S.
and S. are arbitrary matrices satisfying
S.
NL D NLS. ; S. NR D NRS.: (77)
By (68) and (77), Z VD NP−1S. NP commutes with NJ . Let us partition Z into blocks
Zij .i; j D 1; : : : ; 5/ andX VD NP−1.S.K. −Kł0S./ D ZT NQiU − T NQ0i US. (recall
thatK. D NPT NQi U) into horizontal stripsX1; : : : ; X5 in accordance with the partition
of NJ into diagonal blocks J1.alIm/; J3.alIm/; : : : ; J9.alIm/ (see (69)). Then
Xp D Zp1 NQ1 C    C Zp5 NQ5 −Q0pS.:
Since Z commutes with NJ , ZpiJ2i−1.alIm/ D J2p−1.alIm/Zpi . Hence Zpi has
the form2
66666664
Ai 
Ai
.
.
.
Ai
0
3
77777775
or
2
6664
Ai 
Ai
.
.
.
0 Ai
3
7775
if p > i or p 6 i; respectively. We look at
NQi D
2
666666664
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
NTi 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
3
777777775
;
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to get
Xp D
2
666666664
    
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
    
Ap NTp − NT 0pB    
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
3
777777775
;
where Ap is the diagonalmm block of Zpp and B is the diagonal 2m 2m block
of S. (recall that S. commutes with J5.arI2m/). Since Xp is formed by the sub-
strips of S. K
.
 −Kł0S. indexed by the pairs h2p − 1; 1i; : : : ; h2p − 1; 2p − 1i,
equality (76) implies
R VD Cd D
2
664
Ap NTp − NT 0pB    
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 0
3
775 : (78)
Let us prove that
Ap NTp D NT 0pB: (79)
If d D 0, then equality (79) follows from (78). Let d =D 0. We partition C andR D Cd
into p  5 blocks Cij and Rij conformal to the block form of the matrix on the
right-hand side of (78). By Lemma 3.1(ii) and (78),
R D Cd D
X
ij
bij Jp.0m/iCJ5.02m/j ; (80)
Rij D 0 if i > 1; (81)
where b00 D d.al; ar / D 0 and b01 D d 0y.al; ar/ =D 0 (see (63)). Hence Rp1 D 0, it
proves (79) for p D 1. Let p > 2. Then Rp2 D b01Cp1 D 0 by (80) and Cp1 D 0 by
(81). Next, Rp3 D b01Cp2 D 0 by (80) and Cp2 D 0 by (81), and so on until we ob-
tainCp1 D    D Cp4 D 0. By (80),Rp−1;1 D 0, it proves (79) forp D 2. Letp > 3.
Then Rp−1;2 D b01Cp−1;1 D 0 and Cp−1;1 D 0; further, Rp−1;3 D b01Cp−1;2 D 0
and Cp−1;2 D 0, and so on until we obtain Cp−1;1 D    D Cp−1;3 D 0. Therefore,
Rp−2;1 D 0; we have (79) for p D 3 and Cp−2;1 D Cp−2;2 D 0 otherwise.
Analogously, we get (79) for p D 4 and Cp−3;1 D 0 otherwise, and, at last, (79)
for p D 5.
By (71), the considered transformation preserves all Nv-blocks preceding NTl . So
we may repeat this reasoning for each l 2 fp C 1; : : : ; 5g instead of p and obtain
Al NTl D NTlB. It proves (71).
Step 4 (A construction of K NvC1;K NvC2; : : :). The boxes K1; : : : ;K Nv were con-
structed at the end of Step 2. The first nonzero free Nv-block of K that is not con-
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tained in K1 [    [K Nv is NT5 D T0m ImU. The Nv-blocks that preceding NT5 and are
not contained in K1 [    [K Nv are zero. So they are the boxes K NvC1; : : : ;Kv1−1
for a certain v1 2 N. By statement (71), the admissible transformations with K that
preserve the boxesK1; : : : ;Kv1−1 reduce, for NT5, to the equivalence transformations;
therefore, NT5 D T0m ImU is canonical and Kv1 D NT5.
Conformal to the block form ofKv1 D T0m ImU, we divide each Nv-block of K into
two v1-blocks. The first nonzero free v1-block that is not contained in K1 [    [
Kv1 is Im from NT4 D TIm 0mU. The v1-blocks that preceeding it and are not con-
tained in K1 [    [Kv1 are the boxesKv1C1;Kv2; : : : ;Kv2−1 for a certain v2 2 N.
By statement (71), the admissible transformations with K that preserve the boxes
K1; : : : ;Kv2−1 reduce, for NT4, to the transformations of the form
NT4 7−! A NT4

B C
0 B

with nonsingularmm matrices A and B. Since the block NT4 D TIm 0mU is canon-
ical under these transformations, we have NT4 D TIm 0mU D TKv2 jKv2C1U; and so on
until we get the partition of K into boxes.
It remains to consider the case u D v; in this case the parameters 1 and 2
are parameters of a certain free box Mv . Since 1 and 2 are distinct (by pre-
scribing of Case 1) parameters of the same Weyr matrix Mv , we have a1 =D a2
for all .a1; a2/ from the domain of parameters D  k2. We will assume that the
parameters 1 and 2 are enumerated such that there exists .a1; a2/ 2 D with a1 
a2. Then by Definition 1.2 of Weyr matrices a1  a2 for all .a1; a2/ 2 D. By the
minimality of
P
n, Mv D Js1.1I/ Js2.2I/, all .v − 1/-strips are linked, and
M D H.Mv/ D OHl  OHr , where H.a/ is an indecomposable canonical matrix for
all a 2 k, OHl VD H.Jsl .lI // and OHr VD H.Jsr .rI // (i.e. H D Hl D Hr , see the
beginning of Section 3.3.1). By the n.  n. partition of M into blocksM.ij , we mean
the partition into .v − 1/-strips supplemented by the division of every .v − 1/-strip
into two substrips in accordance with the partition of Mu into sub-blocks Js1.1I/
and Js2.2I/. Then Js1.1I/ and Js2.2I/ are free .-blocks, the other .-blocks are
zero or scalar matrices, and Mq is a part of a .-block. The reasoning in this case is
the same as in the case u < v (but with Buv D ;).
3.3.2. Study Case 2
In this case, M D M./ is a one-parameter matrix with an infinite domain of
parameters D  k. Up to permutation of .q − 1/-strips, M has the form OH1  OH2,
where H1.a/ and H2 are indecomposable canonical matrices for all a 2 k, OH1 VD
H1.Js1.I//, and OH2 is obtained from H2 by replacement of its elements hij with
hij Is2 . The matrix Js1.I/ is a part of Mv (see (49)). Let l; r 2 f1; 2g be such that
the horizontal .q − 1/-strip of Mq crosses OHl and its vertical .q − 1/-strip crosses
OHr . Under the .-partition of M, we mean the partition obtained from the .q − 1/-
partition by removing the divisions inside of Js1.I/ and the corresponding divisions
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inside of the horizontal and vertical .v − 1/-strips of Mv and all .v − 1/-strips that
are linked with them; thenMv is a .-block. Denote byI (respectivelyJ) the set of
indices of .-strips of OHl (respectively OHr ) in M.
LetMz be the last nonzero free box of M (clearly, z > v). Denote byB the part of
M consisting of all entries that are in the intersection of
S
i6z Mi and
S
.i;j/2IJM.ij .
By analogy with Case 1,B is a union of .-blocksM.ij for some .i; j/ 2 IJ.
Let K0 be the algebra of all S 2 K such that MS − SM is zero on the places
of the boxes Mi 6 Mz. Equating zero the blocks of MS − SM on the places of
all free .-blocks M.ij from B, we obtain a system of equalities of forms (57) and
(58) with g./ij 2 kTxU if l D 1 and g./ij 2 kTyU if l D 2 for .-blocks of S D TS.ij U 2
K0 from the family S.IJ VD fS.ij j .i; j/ 2 IJg. Solving system (56) [ (57), we
choose S1; : : : ; St 2 S.IJ such that they are arbitrary and the others are their linear
combinations, then we present system (58) in form (59).
Let F1 < F2 <    < F be the sequence of all free M.ij such that M.ij 6 M1 [   [Mz and .i; j/ 2 IJ. Denote by K . 2 f1; : : : ; g/ the algebra of all S 2
K0 for which MS and SM are coincident on the places of all M.ij 6 F ; it gives
additional conditions (61) on S.IJ.
By analogy with Case 1, transformation (55) preserves all Mi with i 6 z and all
M.ij 6 F ; moreover, any sequence of matrices S1; : : : ; St is the sequence of the
corresponding blocks of a matrix S 2 K if and only if system (59) [ (61) holds.
Putting  D , p D w3 C , D D f.a; a/ j a 2 Dg and applying Lemma 3.2 to
(59) [ (61) (note that fij 2 kTxU or fij 2 kTyU), we get an infinite set D0  D, a
polynomial d, an integer w 6 min.p − 1; t/, and j1; : : : ; jt−w 2 f1; : : : ; tg satisfy-
ing conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.2. The polynomial d 2 kTxU [ kTyU is zero
since it is zero on the infinite set fa j .a; a/ 2 D0g.
Let us fix a1; : : : ; a5 2 D0; a1  a2  : : :  a5 (with respect to the ordering in k,
see the beginning of Section 1.3), and denote by P.x; y/ the matrix that is obtained
from M by replacement of
(i) its .-block Js1.I/ with diag.a1; a2; : : : ; a5/,
(ii) all entries hij Is2 of OH2 with hij I2, and
(iii) M. with T (see (65)) if l D 1 and with
1 0 1 x y
0 1 1 1 1

if l D 2;
and by the corresponding correction of dependent blocks. As in Case 1, we can prove
that P.x; y/ satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1.
3.3.3. Study Case 3
The free boxMv is a Weyr matrix that is similar to Js1.I/ Js2.I/ (s1 =D s2) or
Js.I/. Hence it has the formMv D I C F , where F is a nilpotent upper triangular
matrix. Clearly,M D M./ is a one-parameter matrix with an infinite domain of pa-
rametersD  k; moreover,M D H.Mv/, whereH.a/ .a 2 k/ is an indecomposable
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canonical matrix. Under the .-partition we mean the partition into .v − 1/-strips
(thenMv is a .-block).
Step 1 (A construction of P.x; y/). Let K−1 (respectively K0) be the algebra of all
S 2 K such thatMS − SM is zero on the places of the boxesMi < Mv (respectively
Mi 6 Mv). Then K−1 is a reduced n.  n. algebra whose equivalence relation (2)
in T . D f1; : : : ; eg is full (i.e. every two elements are equivalent). The blocks of
S 2 K−1 satisfy a system of equations of the form
S.11 D S.22 D    D S.ee; (82)X
i<j
c
.l/
ij S
.
ij D 0; l D 1; 2; : : : ; qT.T. (83)
(see (6)). Solving system (83), we choose S1; : : : ; St 2 fS.ij j i < j g such that they
are arbitrary and the other S.ij .i < j/ are their linear combinations. The algebra K0
consists of all S 2 K−1 for with S.11Mv D MvS.11.
Let F1 < F2 <    < F be the sequence of all free M.ij 6 M1 [    [Mv , and
let K . 2 f1; : : : ; g/ denote the algebra of all S 2 K0 for which MS and SM are
coincident on the places of all M.ij 6 F ; it gives conditions on Si of the form
S
fi1
1 C    C Sfitt D 0; i D 1; : : : ; ; (84)
where fij 2 kTx; yU and Sfiji is defined by (42) with L D R D Mv .
Putting p D , D D f.a; a/ j a 2 Dg and applying Lemma 3.2 to (84) with  VD
, we get an infinite D0  D, d 2 kTx; yU, w 6 min.p − 1; t/, and j1; : : : ; jt−w 2
f1; : : : ; tg. Since d.a; a/ D 0 for all .a; a/ 2 D0, d.x; y/ is divisible by x − y by the
Bezout theorem (see the proof of Lemma 3.2). We may take
d.x; y/ D x − y: (85)
Let us fix an arbitrary a 2 D0 and denote by P.x; y/ the matrix that is obtained
from M by replacement of its .-blocksMv andM. with
Pv D
2
664
aI2 0 I2 0
0 aI1 0 0
0 0 aI2 I2
0 0 0 aI2
3
775 and P . D
2
664
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0
0 Q 0 0
3
775 ; (86)
where
Q D

1
0

; T D

x y
1 0

; (87)
and by the corresponding correction of dependent blocks. (Pv is a Weyr matrix
that is similar to J1.a/ J3.aI2/.) We prove that P.x; y/ satisfies condition (ii) of
Theorem 3.1. Let .W;B/ be a canonical pair ofmm matrices under simultaneous
similarity, putK D P.W;B/ and denote by NQ and NT the blocks of K that correspond
to Q and T. It suffices to show that K is a canonical matrix.
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Step 2 (A construction ofK1; : : : ;Kv1 ). The boxesM1; : : : ;Mv of M become the
boxesK1; : : : ;Kv of K.
Let us consider the algebra NK−1 for the matrix K. For each S 2 NK−1, its .-blocks
satisfy system (83). So we may choose S1; : : : ; St 2 fS.ij j i < j g (on the same places
as for K−1) that are arbitrary and the other S.ij .i < j/ are their linear combinations.
A matrix S 2 NK−1 belongs to NK0 if and only if the matrix S.11 D S.22 D    (see (82))
commutes with Kv , that is,
S.11 D S.22 D    D S.ee D
2
664
A0 B2 A1 A2
B0 0 B1
A0 A1
0 A0
3
775 (88)
by (86) and by analogy with Example 1.4.
The first nonzero free v-block of K that is not contained in K1 [    [Kv is NQ
(see (87)). The v-blocks that preceeding NQ and are not contained in K1 [    [Kv
are the boxesKvC1; : : : ;Kv1−1 for a certain v1 2 N.
The block NQ is reduced by the transformations
K 7−! K 0 D SKS−1; S 2 NK0; (89)
with the matrix K; these transformations preserve the boxes K1; : : : ;Kv of K. Each
.-strip of P.x; y/ consists of seven rows or columns (since Pv 2 k77, see (86));
they become the substrips of the corresponding .-strip of K. Denote by Cij ; OK 0ij ;
OKij (respectively Dij / the matrices that are obtained from S.ij ; Kł0ij ; K.ij (respec-
tively K.ij ) by elimination of the first five horizontal (respectively, horizontal and
vertical) sub-strips; note that NQ is contained in the remaining sixth and seventh sub-
strips of K.. Eq. (72) implies (73). Since all K.ij < K. are upper triangular,
Eq. (73) implies (74).
Equality (74) takes the form (75), where C1; : : : ; Ct are the corresponding parts
of S1; : : : ; St I fwC1;j are the same as in (84) and CfwC1;jj is defined by (42) with
L D aI2m (a part of Kv) and R D Kv .
By (44) and (85),
C
fwC1;1
1 C    C CfwC1;tt D Cx−yI
by (75),
Cx−y D CK. − OK 0S.: (90)
As follows from the form of the second matrix in (86) and from (88),
S.K
.
 −Kł0S. D
2
664
   
  
A0 NT − NT 0A0   
0 A0 NQ− NQ0B0 0 
3
775 : (91)
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Looking at the form of the matrixKv (see (86)), we have
KvD −DKv D
2
664
   
  
D41   
0 0 −D41 
3
775 (92)
for an arbitrary block matrix D D TDij U. So equality (90) can be presented in the
form 
0 0 −D41 
 D 0 A0 NQ− NQ0B0 0  ; (93)
where C D TD41 D42 D43 D44U. It follows A0 NQ− NQ0B0 D 0 and NQ0 D A0 NQB−10 .
Therefore, the block NQ is reduced by elementary transformations. Since NQ D I0 is
canonical,Kv1 VD NQ is a box.
Step 3 (A construction of Kv1C1; : : : ;Kv2 ). The partition into v1-strips coincides
with the partition into substrips. So the v1-blocks are the sub-blocks of K correspond-
ing to the entries of P. The first nonzero free sub-block of K that is not contained in
K1 [    [Kv1 is NT21 D Im from NT D T NTij U2i;jD1. The sub-blocks that preceedingNT21 and are not contained in K1 [    [Kv1 are the boxes Kv1C1; : : : ;Kv2−1 for a
certain v2 2 N.
Let a transformation (89) preserve the boxesK1; : : : ;Kv2−1. Denote byCij ; OK 0ij ;
OKij (respectively, Dij / the matrices that are obtained from S.ij ;Kł0ij ; K.ij (respec-
tively K.ij ) by elimination of the first four horizontal (respectively, horizontal and
vertical) substrips; note that NT21 D Im is contained in the fifth horizontal substrip of
K.. Let C1; : : : ; Ct be the corresponding parts of S1; : : : ; St . Similar to Step 2, we
have equalities (75) and (90). As follows from (91) and (92), equality (90) may be
presented in the form"
.D41/2   
0 0 −D41 
#
D
"
.A0 NT − NT 0A0/2   
0 A0 NQ− NQ0B0 0 
#
(94)
(compare with (93)), where .D41/2 and .A0 NT − NT 0A0/2 are the lower substrips of
D41 and A0 NT − NT 0A0: It follows that A0 NQ− NQ0B0 D 0, D41 D 0, and so .A0 NT −NT 0A0/2 D 0. But NQ D NQ0 D

I
0

. Hence
A0 D
"
A11 A12
0 A22
#
; (95)
and we have A22 NT21 − NT 021A11 D 0. So NT21 is reduced by equivalence transforma-
tions. Therefore, NT21 D Im is canonical and Kv2 D NT21 D Im.
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Step 4 (A construction of Kv2; Kv2C1; : : :). The partition into v2-strips coincides
with the partition into substrips. The first nonzero free subblock of K that is not
contained in K1 [    [Kv2 is NT11 D W from NT . The sub-blocks that preceedingNT11 and are not contained in K1 [    [Kv2 are the boxes Kv2C1; : : : ;Kv3−1 for a
certain v3 2 N.
Let a transformation (89) preserve the boxesK1; : : : ;Kv3−1. Denote byCij ; OK 0ij ;
OKij (respectively, Dij / the matrices that are obtained from S.ij ; Kł0ij ; K.ij (respec-
tively K.ij ) by elimination of the first three horizontal (respectively, horizontal and
vertical) substrips. In this case, instead of (94) we get the equality
D41   
0 0 −D41 

D

A0 NT − NT 0A0   
0 A0 NQ− NQ0B0 0 

:
So A0 NT − NT 0A0 D 0, where A0 is of form (95). Since T NT21 NT22U D T NT 021 NT 022U D
TIm 0mU, we have A11 D A22 and A12 D 0, and so A11 NT11 − NT 011A11 D 0 and NT11
is reduced by similarity transformations. Since NT11 D W is a Weyr matrix, it is
canonical andKv3 D W .
Furthermore,A11 NT12 − NT 012A11 D 0, where A11 commutes with W . Hence NT12 D
B is canonical too. It proves that K is a canonical matrix.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 for tame problems
In this section, we consider a matrix problem given by .C; M/ for which there
exists no semi-parametric canonical matrix M having a free box Mq =D ; with prop-
erty (49). Our purpose is to prove that the matrix problem satisfies condition (i) of
Theorem 3.1.
Let n be a step-sequence. By Remark 2.1, the number of parametric canonical
n n matrices is finite. Let M be a parametric canonical n n matrix and one of
its parameters is a finite parameter ; that is, the set of -components in the domain
of parameters is a finite set fa1; : : : ; ar g: Putting  D a1; : : : ; ar gives r semi-para-
metric canonical matrices. Repeating this procedure, we obtain a finite number of
semi-parametric canonical n n matrices having only infinite parameters or having
no parameters.
Let M be an indecomposable semi-parametric canonical n n matrix that has
no finite parameters but has infinite parameters, and let Mv be the first among its
boxes with parameters (then Mv is free). By property (49), if a v-strip is linked
with a v-strip containing a parameter  from Mv , then it does not contain a free
boxMi > Mv such thatMi =D ;. Since M is indecomposable, it follows that all its v-
strips are linked, all free boxesMi > Mv are equal to ;, andMv D Jm./. Hence, all
free v-blocks excepting Mv are scalar matrices and M D L.Jm.//, where L./ D
Taij C bij U is a semi-parametric canonical matrix with a free 1  1 box Mv D TU
and all free boxes after it are 1  1 matrices of the form ;.
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LetDm  k be the domain of parameters of M. By property (49),Dm is a cofinite
subset (i.e. k nDm is finite).
If a 62 Dm, then the matrix M.a/ is canonical and there exists a free box Mq >
Mv such thatMq =D ;. This boxMq is the zero 1  1 matrix. Since M is indecompos-
able, all its rows and columns are linked. SoMq is reduced by similarity transforma-
tions. Replacing it by the parametric box TU, we obtain a straight line of indecom-
posable canonical matrices that intersects fM./ j  2 kg at the point M.a/. Hence,
each M.a/, a 62 Dm, is a point of intersection of fM./ j  2 kg with a straight line
of indecomposable canonical matrices.
Let M.a/, a 2 Dm, be a point of intersection too; that is, there exists a line
fN./ j 2 kg of indecomposable canonical matrices such that M.a/ D N.b/ for
a certain b 2 k. Then M./ has a free box Mu (u < v) that is a Weyr matrix, b is
its eigenvalue, and N./ is obtained from M.a/ by replacement of b with . Since
M./ and N./ coincide on M1 [    [Mu−1, Mu D Nu for  D b. By analogy
with the structure ofM./, all free boxesNi > Nu are zero. HenceMv D 0 if  D a.
Since Mv D Jm./, M.a/ with a 2 Dm can be a point of intersection only if m D 1
and  D 0.
Replacing m by an arbitrary integer n gives a new semi-parametric canonical ma-
trix L.Jn.// with the domain of parametersDn. To prove that condition (i) of The-
orem 3.1 holds, it suffices to show thatDm D Dn. Moreover, it suffices to show that
Dm D D1.
Let first a 2 D1. By analogy with Section 3.3.3, under the .-partition we mean
the partition into .v − 1/-strips. Then a 2 Dm if and only if all free .-blocks after
Mv inM.a/ are ;. The .-blocks of every S 2 K−1 (see Section 3.3.3) satisfy system
(82) [ (83), where clij do not depend on m and a. Solving system (83), we choose
S1; : : : ; St 2 fS.ij j i < j g such that they are arbitrary and the other S.ij .i < j/ are
their linear combinations.
Let F1 < F2 <    < F be the sequence of all free M.ij 6 M1 [    [Mv and
let K be obtained from M by replacing F1; : : : ; F with arbitrary mm matri-
ces G1; : : : ;G . To prove that a 2 Dm, we must show that F1 D    D F D ; for
M.a/; that is, there exists S 2 K0 such that G01 D    D G0 D 0 in K 0 VD SKS−1.
It suffices to consider the case G1 D    D Gq−1 D 0 =D Gq (q 2 f1; : : : ; g) and to
show that there exists S 2 K−1 with S.11 D S.22 D    D Im (then S 2 K0) such that
G01 D    D G0q−1 D G0q D 0. It means that the .-blocks S1; : : : ; St of S satisfy the
system of equations that is obtained by equating in K 0S D SK the blocks on the
places of G1; : : : ;Gq :
S
fl1
1 C    C Sfltt D 0; l D 1; : : : ; q − 1; (96)
S
fq1
1 C    C S
fqt
t D G’q ; (97)
where ’.a; a/ =D 0 and Sfijj is defined by (42) with L D R D Jm.a/. Note that the
polynomials fij are the same for all m 2 N and a.
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Taking 1 instead of m, we obtain the system
fl1.a; a/s1 C    C flt .a; a/st D 0; l D 1; : : : ; q − 1;
fq1.a; a/s1 C    C fqt .a; a/st D g:
Since a 2 D1, this system is solvable with respect to s1; : : : ; st for all g 2 k. It holds
for all q, so the rows of F VD Tfij .a; a/U are linearly independent.
Let Sr D Ts.r/ij Umi;jD1 and G’q D Tgij Umi;jD1. Since L D R D Jm.a/, the system of q
matrix equations (96) [ (97) is equivalent to the m2 systems of q linear equations
relatively to the entries of S1; : : : ; St , each of them is obtained by equating the .i; j/
entries for the corresponding i; j 2 f1; : : : ;mg and has the form:
fl1.a; a/s
.1/
ij C    C flt .a; a/s.t/ij D d.l/ij ; l D 1; : : : ; q; (98)
where d.l/ij is a linear combination of s
.1/
i0j 0 ; : : : ; s
.t/
i0j 0 , .i
0; j 0/ 2 f.1; j/; : : : ; .i − 1; j/g
[ f.i; j C 1/; .i; jC2/; : : :g, and (only if lDq) gij . Since the rows of F DTfij .a; a/U
are linearly independent, system (98) for .i; j/ D .m; 1/ is solvable. Let Nsm1 D
.Ns.1/m1; : : : ; Ns.t/m1/ be its solution. Knowing Nsm1, we calculate d.l/m−1;1 and d.l/m2, then
solve system (98) for .i; j/ D .m− 1; 1/ and for .i; j/ D .m; 2/: We next calculate
d
.l/
ij ; i − j D m− 2, and solve (98) for .i; j/ D .m− 2; 1/; .m− 1; 2/; .m; 3/; and
so on, until we obtain a solution NS1; : : : ; NSt of (96), a contradiction. Hence a 2 Dm,
which clearly implies a 2 D1. It proves Theorem 3.1.
Remark 3.1. We can give a more precise description of the set of canonical matrices
based on the proof of Theorem 3.1. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case
M D ktt .
Namely, a linear matrix problem given by a pair .C; ktt / satisfies one and only
one of the following two conditions (respectively, is of tame or wild type):
(i) For every step-sequence n, there exists a finite set of semi-parametric canonical
n n matrices Mn;i./, i D 1; : : : ; tn; whose domains of parameters Dn;i are
cofinite subsets in k and
(a) for every m > 1, Mn;i.Jm.// is a semi-parametric canonical matrix with
the same domain of parameters Dn;i and the following partition into box-
es: Jm./ is a box, all boxes preceeding it are the scalar matrices B1 ⊗
Im; : : : ; Bl ⊗ Im (where B1; : : : ; Bl are the boxes of Mn;i./ preceeding
TU), and all boxes after it are the 1  1 matrices ;;
(b) for every n0, the set of matrices of the formMn;i.Jm.a//,mn D n0, a 2 Dn;i ,
is a cofinite subset in the set of indecomposable canonical n0  n0 matrices.
(ii) There exists a semi-parametric canonical n n matrix P.; / (in which two
entries are the parameters  and  and the other entries are elements of k) such
that
(a) two pairs of mm matrices .A;B/ and .C;D/ are similar if and only if
P.A;B/ ’ P.C;D/; moreover,
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(b) a pair of mm matrices .A; B/ is canonical under similarity (see Defini-
tion 1.4) if and only if the mnmn matrix P.A; B/ is canonical.
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